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Notification doesn't mean deployment
438th 'projected for
potential mobilization'
but it's not a guarantee
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray's 438th Army National Guard
Military Police unit has been notified of the
possibility of deployment to Iraq or other
military operations in the Middle East.
However Col. Phil Miller, public affairs
officer for the Army National Guard office
in Lexington, said that although the unit has
been "projected for potential mobilization,"

that doesn't mean the unit will be going anywhere until a final decision is made by military superiors.
"They have not yet received even an alert
order and the time between an alert and a
mobilization can be anywhere from five
days to, in our experience, 10 months,"
Miller said. "What the unit leadership did at
the drill last week was inform the unit that it
was being considered for future mobilization. But the fact of the matter is that it has
not even received an alert order."
Miller said the primary function of the
unit's notification is to allow soldiers and
their families to be aware that deployment is
a possibility, but could be ordered to stand
down at any time.

-The reason we do that is to provide our
soldiers with at much lead time as possible."
Miller said."We care about our families and
we do that to keep them informed and assist
them in making decisions with regard to
employment and purchasing things like
homes and cars and things like that, but
we're not telling anybody to go out and quit
their job or anything else like that."
Capt. Jay Todd, commander of the 438th,
could not be contacted for comment this
morning.
The 438th was deployed to Guantanamo
Bay following 9/11 and has since helped in
several natural disaster operations, including Hurricane Katrina.

Winchester tapped as first MSU
regional stewardship director
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stewardship director on Aug. establish regional stewardship
20.
offices.
Winchester will work to
Becky Watts, MSU's deputy
establish the new office and its to
the
president.
said
advisory council in order to Winchester's office will have to
enhance partnerships through- meet certain criteria before
out the region.
receiving a second round of
"It's a new position, so I funding. Those requirements
don't know exactly what I'll be include forming an advisory
doing.- said Winchester. who council: adding regional stewadded she anticipates much ardship to the university's
travel throughout the universi- strategic plan: working with
ty's 8-county service region.
Faculty Senate, Staff Congress
She also expects to continue and Human Resources to incoras staff regent, unless the con- porate outreach into assessment
stituents who elected her last of faculty and staff members:
year notice a conflict.
and developing a centralized
"If at any point I feel like I reporting system for outreach
can't handle the new position activities.
and my regent role, I will
"It's a great fit with his presresign," Winchester told her col- idential initiatives," Watts said.
leagues during MSU's Staff
And it's part of CPE's goal to
Congress
meeting
on double the number of graduates
Wednesday afternoon. -But that — not just enrollment — by
is only if you all don't feel like I 2020. Partnerships can help to
am representing you well."
retain students, making them
on more likely to earn their
Council
The
Postsecondary Education has degrees.
funded S200,000 in the first
phase of having universities

11See Page 2A
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KET searching
for World War
soliders' stories

Chad Milam, one of 32 candidates being considered for a job as firefighter with the Murray Fire Department. runs with a 100foot hose at Murray-Calloway Central Park Wednesday morning as part of required drills candidate must successfully complete to be considered for employment. Other drills determined how well and how fast the candidate can prepare water hoses,
ladders and other emergency equipment.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Since his first day on campus, Murray State President Dr.
Randy Dunn has been promoting his philosophy of building
partnerships.
Meanwhile, the
state's Council
on
Postseco n d a ry
Education is
doing
the
same.
Those iniWinchester tiatives
are
merging and making progress as
Dunn
appointed
Gina
Winchester as the university's
first director of regional stewardship and outreach
Winchester, who also serves
as MSU's staff representative on
the Board of Regents, will move
from her office as Career
Services' assistant director into
Wells Hall, where she'll report
to Dunn in her new role.
She starts as the regional
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Workmen with Marshall Eerdman & Associates place a Kentucky classic, copper-domed
cupola atop the Primary Care Outpatient Medical Center now under construction on South
12th Street this morning Supervisors said the copper dome alone cost as much as $20,000
The new medical center is expected in qr4r.r, t,r hicinnsc thic
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the nation.
The public outreach campaign began in April and -Will
continue beyond the broadcast
of the film with a deadline for
KET and Library of Congress
submissions set for May 31,
2008.
Murray Electric System
cable television service also collected veterans' stories for its
own "Recollections" program it
is airing.
"The staff of the Library of
Congress and I are excited to
launch this comprehensive community awareness campaign
with PBS and Ken Bums. We
stand at the ready to continue
our tradition of honoring
America's war veterans by preserving their stories for future
generations," said Librarian of
Congress James H. Billington in
a news release. "The Veterans
History Project collects and
archives the one-of-a-kind stories that represent the diversity
of the veterans who served our
country - veterans from all conflicts, all branches of the military, all ranks, all races and ethnicities."
The nation loses hundreds of
WWII veterans every day and
with them go invaluable eyewitness accounts of a pivotal time
in U.S. and world history.
according to a news reqestqo
from KET.
There are two ways to provide stories for the project. The
first is to go online to the KET
Web site at www.ket.org and
type in your story on the
"Stories from Viewers" page,
which also includes instructions
for sending photographs. To
access the form, go to the Web
site's homepage and click on
"The War In Kentucky" in the
red box on the top. right part of
the screen and follow the
prompts from there.
across
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky
Educational
Television is participating with
the Library of Congress and
Public Broadcasting Network in
collecting the stories of World
War II veterans from across the
country and right here at home.
The project is part of a campaign by the Library of
Congress Veterans History
Project held in connection to the
Ken Burns WWII documentary
"The War" to be released on
PBS-related television stations
across the nation Sept. 23.
Stories are sought from veterans
whether their involvement was
overseas or stateside.
Mike Brower, director of
production for KET, said
Wednesday that he encourages
Kentucky veterans to participate
in the project by submitting their
stories on-line.
"We are going to make these
available to the Library of
Congress as well as featuring
these on our Web site." Brower
said. "From our perspective,
that is kind of an important
aspect of it. For veterans that
want to tell their stories, this is
not just something that's going
to be handled here locally. It
goes into the national archives."
"The War- is a seven-part
mini-series directed and produced by Burns and Lynn
Novick. It tells the story of
WWII
through
personal
accounts of men and women
from four American towns and
explores the affect "...the greatest cataclysm in history- had on
their lives and the life of their
communities.
More than 100 public television stations, including KET,
are participating and gathering
stories from veterans that will be
posted on Web sites, recorded
on video or audio tape for on-air
broadcast or presented live at
community events and activities
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Fine payment ends sign dispute
the incumbent official
Staff Report
to pay a $50 fine.
agreed
1 RANKEt/kl*, Ky.
the fine comes nine
And
after
year
a
Almost
a
Calloway County Repub- months after Elkins won
office.
that
to
term
third
n
chairma
Party
lican
Elkins acknowledged
Vernon Anderson filed a
complaint that Calloway the disclosure mistake soon
County Judge-Executive after Anderson filed his
the
with
Larry Elkins didn't proper- complaint
of
Registry
y
Kentuck
his
for
paid
who
ly disclose
re-election campaign signs, Election Finance in early

Elkins

agreement at its July 30
September 2006.
meeting, according to a letdisfor"
The "paid
ter last week to Elkins from
claimer WAS omitted on 50
the state group.
of the 1,600 political yard
The election finance
signs. But stickers that read
board determined Elkins
by Elkins
"Paid for
nonknowingly violated the
Campaign -- Steve Owens, state law the requires propsoon er financial disclosure of
were
Treasurer"
placed on the signs.
campaign material and
The KREF approved the included the civil penalty AS
terms of the conciliation resolution to the matter

Unattended - PhysicalsaysTresident is 'fit'

ent
Calloway County Sheriff's Departm
U.S 641 South was
on
e
residenc
a
from
wire
• Theft of copper
case was opened
reported at 11:01 am Tuesday. A theft
7.43 a.m Wednesday on
• An injury crash was reported at
was sending a trooper to
Crouch Road. Kentucky State Police
notified
was
EMS
and
scene
the
p.m. A theft care was
• Credit card fraud was reported at 3:17
opened
from a Rieman Drive loca• A four-wheeler was reported stolen
tion at 7 15 pm. A theft case was opened.
Murray Police Department
at 11.43 a m. Tuesday
reported
was
theft
•A
BP at 11:55 a.m. EMS
• An injury crash was reported at Massey
ed
respond
also
ent
Departm
and Murray Fire
1417 Apt, 3 Hillwood
• A computer was reported stolen from
Drive at 12.03 a.m. Wednesday
a.m.at 202 S. 16th St.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 9:27
ood Apartments
Tanglew
from
stolen
reported
was
le
•A motorcyc
#701 at 1025 am
at 12:01 p.m
• A vehicle at Lowe's was reported burglarized
N. Fourth St at 110
• Criminal mischief was reported at 405 1/2
p.m.
• A burglary was reported at 1:40 p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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Iraq-bound
soldier
missing

Burn ban issued for Calloway

JACKSON. Miss. (AP) —
Authorities were searching
Wednesday for a Kentucky
National Guardsman as well as
two guns that disappeared from
a military base in Mississippi
where the soldier was training
for a deployment to Iraq.
Pfc. Ryan
K. Longnecker,
I?, was , at
Camp Shelby
with
the
Kentucky
National
Guard"s
Battery 8, 2nd
Battalion,
138th
Field
Longnockiar Artillery Unit
officials realized-te was missing Monday.
said Ti: Cot Doril Sanders, a
base spokesman.
Longnecker's military-issued
9-mm pistol and M4 semiautomatic rifle were also unaccounted for, Sanders said.
The Kentucky unit, which is
made up of about 160 soldiers,
has been training at Camp
Shelby since early June,
Sanders said. The troops will
head to Iraq within the next two
weeks.
Sanders would not say
AP
officials
whether
think
Longnecker is,still in the area or SPLASH AND DASH: Christina Brown, right, 9, splashes her friend, Alyssa Jones, 8, with a
headed back to Kentucky, citing hose as they washed up and cooled off off after the pig scramble (kids chase a greased pig)
a pending investigation. A mes- at the Boone County Fair Tuesday in Burlington, Ky.
sage left with the Forrest
County Sheriff's Department,
which was looking into the case,
was not immediately returned.
Capt. David Page, a
OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP)— inal. In Indiana, a spouse cannot Daviess County in June 2002.
Kentucky Guard spokesman, A western Kentucky judge face such a charge.
According to officials at the
;aid the unit is based in Carlisle, declined to rule on whether a
Harbison pleaded guilty May Daviess County Clerk's Office,
but he didn't have a hometown man charged with three murders 24 to murder and received life in a marriage certificate was
for Longnecker. Attempts to is legally married to a woman prison without parole. The obtained by Davis and Harbison
locate a telephone number for charged with helping him charges stemmed from a July on June II, 2002, under the
17, 2006, attack in Pike County, impression that Davis' birthday
Longnecker's family were escape.
Daviess Circuit Judge Henry Ind. Police said Harbison shot was in 1983.
unsuccessful.
Police said Davis was 17 at
Page said Longnecker was a "Mac" Griffin ruled on and stabbed four people in an
Wednesday that the legal ques- isolated Pike County field, the time.
college student who moved tion is one involving the laws of killing three.
When the certificate was
around frequently, and he didn't Indiana, so the case should he
Harbison and Davis then mailed back to the county
know where the soldier last decided there.
stayed on the run for two weeks clerk's -office, a deputy clerk
lived. He referred further quesMisty Davis asked Griffin to before being caught near the wrote "void" on it and did not
tions to officials at Camp approve her marriage to scene of the attack.
sign the certificate.
Shelby.
Nicholas Harbison. Davis conA judge in Indiana ruled the
On the back of the certificate,
Camp Shelby is a massive tends that if she can prove that marriage between Davis and a note was attached that said
136,000-acre
base
near she was married to Harbison, .Harbison void in January "sent a copy to Frankfort and
Indiana prosecutors will have to because he said Davis lied about advised customer lied about age
Hattiesburg
in
south
drop charges of assisting a crim- her age on a license issued in so marriage is void.Mississippi.

Judge declines to validate murderer's marriage

As hot, dry conditions continue, the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department issued a burn ban after Calloway County
Judge-Executive signed an executive order this morning.
In effect immediately, the ban will be lifted once the county receives an inch of ran over a 24-hour period.
The dry weather conditions complicated at least two fires in
which Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded in the past
week.

KentuckylnBrief
Heat wave threatens soybean yields
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Western Kentucky farmer Scott
Omer worries that as temperatures rise amid a record-setting heat:
wave, his soybean yields are going down.
Triple-digit temperatures baking much of Kentucky this week'''.
coincided with a crucial detelopmbnt time for OMer'S soybean crop'
in Union County.
"The longer this goes on, the more it's going to keep cutting"
yields, Omer said Wednesday by phone while taking a break from
cutting a hay field also stunted by the weather.
Omer predicted that the latest blast of hot, dry weather would cut
soybean yields by 15 percent, and "if this keeps on for another
week, you can add another 10 percent on to it."
Scorching temperatures reaching 100 degrees or higher were .
expected Wednesday for a second straight day across the western
twcohirds.of Kentucky, the National Weather Service said.

3-year-old likely drowned in pool
MUNFORDV1LLE, Ky. (AP) — A 3-year-old south-central
Kentucky boy likely drowned in his family's swimming pool, a
coroner said.
_Trenton Matthews of Munfordville was dead when he arrived at
Cavema Memorial Hospital Wedensday afternoon after being
removed from the pool, Hart County Coroner Jeff Roten said.
The boy apparently fell into the pool, Roten said.

Prosecutors say no merit to appeal
of woman in foster son's death
BATAVIA, Ohio(AP)— A southwest Ohio woman convicted of
murdering her foster son by leaving him bound in a closet has
appealed her conviction, saying the state did not prove she knowingly did anything that would cause death.
Prosecutors, in a written response to the appeal, called that
absurd.
"It is beyond credulity to believe she did not know that these
actions could result in death to a 3-year-old child," prosecutors said
in the response filed Wednesday in Clermont County Common
Pleas Court.
A woman who lived with the couple testified that Carroll, 31,and
her husband, David Carroll Jr., 30, bound their foster son, Marcus,
Fiesel, in a blanket with tape and left him in a closet last August while they attended a family reunion in Kentucky. The developmentally delayed boy was dead when they returned two days later.
Liz Carroll acknowledged those events in grand jury testimony,
and was convicted in February and sentenced to life in prison with
no chance for parole for 54 years. David Carroll accepted a plea
arrangement in which he pleaded guilty and was sentenced to 15
years to life in prison, with an additional year for his guilty plea to
gross abuse of a corpse.
Liz Carroll's attorney had claimed in a May 31 filing with the.
12th District Appeals Court in Middletown that the trial judge committed numerous errors. The response, written by Bill Breyer, a'
Hamilton County assistant prosecutor, said the claims were without
merit or ha d on a false premise.
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
I have SO many viewpoints I would like to
express. I don't know
where to begin
L No, I. perynally I want
10 say I think State Sen
Ken Winters has done an
outstanding lob of representing our district. I don't
'see how anyone. especially
['Arndt Hubbard, would •
consider running against
hirti
Carroll Hubbard. a con*ftfed felon, W4UI-11 not-bef ice except tor the pardon
given to him by former
Democrat Gov Paul Patton
Hubbard lost the last
State Senate race against
Bob Leeper by a small
had It riot been a
thiee WAS I4Le, State Sen.
Leeper would have won by
much larger vote In my
pinion, without the Independent candidate, the
Republican candidate would
hav e Ot1
,sio 2. our Gov. Ernie
Hoc her has done an excellent ioh of halanc ing the
budget alter former Patton
felt the state of Kentucky
in J tinancial hind We
has en•t had any old persons turned dow n for nurscare under (ins ing h
ernor (skit her Didn't Paul
Patton say we would h.o,c
to false 1.11.es Of else kick
old pcople out of nursing
homes'
'the liberal news media
il Isellttli.ky never reports
the g.iod deeds our Go.
I !etcher has as complished
in the past and what he
°plans to do in the future
11,1 es ample. he has
fir 'right new le, hiwbior,
into state grit eminent that
has improc ed got eriiiilcnt
OVtlatiollS sal ing kentuck We
an, lax paver money
i

are now rated number four
inflhsnation behind
Michigan. Maine
Delawar
in using new technology in
state government. Under
Democrat Patti Patton we.
were rated number 44 in
the nation.
Gov. Fletcher has strong
Christian principles as
many people do in Ken-tucky who will oppose
casino gambling (increased
crime, prostitution, bribery
of public officials. etc.)
-aborUcin and same-sex Mar
- nage.
Have we forgotten Paul
Patton said on leaving
office we would have to
raise taxes by a large margin to balance the budget"
Governor Fletcher gave us
a tax cut that benefited 145
percent of Kentucky's tax
payers and still balanced
the budget. Did any Democrat refuse to take the tax
cut? We for one sure
•
enjoyed the cut.
No. 3. I would like to
voice my support for Stan
Lee, candidate for attorney
general After meeting and
hearing him in Murray, he
has the same Christian values that I do. lie strongly
rejects casino gambling in
Kentucky while his opponent supports having a
casino in every county
Lee is pro life, marriage
between a man and J
woman, Second Amendment
rights among many other
Christian s alue;
My Iasi comment is that
President Bush did not
JUSC the collapse of the
bridge in Minnesota.(I am
expecting the news media
to blame him any day.,

Sincerely.
Vannetta Bullard
Murray

LETTERS POLICY
✓ letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor0)murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed Of legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
Of reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling.
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ letters of a -thank you" nature that single out spew
secs. businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole. will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger Si Tines

staff.
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Murdoch: Satan or Savior?
First, the disclaimer I appear on
Fox News Channel, one of Rupert
Murdoch's media properties. as a
paid contributor. I received neither
instructions, nor promises of benefits,
in exchange for what I am about to
write. We now rejoin our .regularly
scheduled column
The grotesque amount of condescension from the' elite media concerning the purchase of Dow Jones.
which includes The Wall Street Jour
nal. by "media mogul- Rupert Mum
cloch is astounding. You would think
Hugo Chavez had just bought the
newspaper with his oil money and
announced an immediate tilt to the
left. Come to think of it, the elites
would not have found that as offensive. because America already has a
national newspaper that mostly
reflects ('havets leftist views It's
called The New York Times.
In a nostalgic esSay for The
Washington Post, David Ignatius
wrote about the good old days when
he worked for the Journal and
expense accounts were as liberal as
some of the reporting. Ignatius
claims '--without proof - "that as
the company's economic fortunes
declined, so did some of its journal ism- and that "The Journal's editorial
page increasingly did its own reporting, with equal portions of journal'stie_hustle and ideological spin, and it
often overshadowed the news side."
which he suspects "helped undermine
the franchise " lie speculates.
"Adv ern sers ... perhaps weren't
enthralled with a newspaper distinguished by vitriolic right-wing attack
editorials." Never mind that the editorial page editor during the period
Ignatius regards as flawed — the
won a Pulitzer
late Robert Bartley
F'r ic
Ignatius ignores the often vitriolic

left-wing editorials
and columns in The
New York Times, a
newspaper that has
recently suffered
from a decline in
circulation — even
in its core market —
and been forced to
lay-off staff. I suspect that under MurCal's
doch's ownership,
Thoughts circulation of the
By Cal Thomas
Journal newspaper
Syndicated
and its online edition
Columnist
will increase and
more staffers will he hired, as is
now happening with the Fox Business Channel, which is due to premiere in October.
Most of the elite media were of
one mind (surprise!) when it came to
Murdoch's acquisition of the Journal.
NBC's Andrea Mitchell called him "a
controversial press lord- and declared
Murdoch "deeply conservative,"
which liberals intend as a slur only
slightly less insulting than the label
"deeply religious."
The New Yorker's Ken Auletta
claimed Murdoch "often" uses "his
publications and his media to
advance his business or his political
interests.- Imagine that' The views of
New York Times publisher. Arthur
Sulzberger Jr.. can he read in his
newspaper. which consistently promotes policies and people he favors.
When you're a liberal, this is regarded by the elites as "good journalism.- When you have a different
point of view, you are engaging in
propaganda and serving only yourself
and sour interests.
The elite media have been beating
up on Rupert Murdoch for years.
when they ought to have been
addressing the cause of their own

decline. Instead, they preferred to
indulge in paranoia and denial.
The attacks on Murdoch began in
earnest just four months after the
debut of the Fox News Channel. In
a transcript provided by the Media
Research Center of a Jan. 19, 1997
"60 Minutes- broadcast on CBS,
Mike Wallace warned ominously that
"on Murdoch's new cable channel the
news comes with a conservative
spin"'
Who did Wallace cite as his
expert authority? None other than
CNN founder Ted Turner, who regularly promoted his left,wing views
about the Soviet Union, Fidel Castro
and other dictators, high taxes, big
government, Democrats and environmental activism when he owned and
ran that network.
Before Fox News Channel was
born, I met with several network
news presidents, telling them that
someone was going to go after a
demographic that felt shutout by the
mainstream media. These people, I
said, go to church, fly the flag,
respect the nation's traditions and
institutions and hate the liberal
media. They feel censored, or stereotyped, by the media elites. I told
them the person who recognizes that
demographic and gives them a voice
would reap a huge reward.
That person is Rupert Murdoch.
He is not the media Satan, as the
left likes to portray him. Some of
the offensive (to me) tabloid stuff
notwithstanding. he just may be the
media's savior. The elites hate him,
but growing numbers of people are
buying his products.
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services. 2225 Kenmore Ave.. Suite 114. Buffalo, N.Y.,
14207. or tmseditors@tribune.corn.

Petraeus' words may dictate direction
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer
BAGHDAD (AP) -- If
Gen David Petraeus is feeling the heat as he readies
his momentous Iraq war
report 10 Congress. at is hard
to tell by the cool confidence with which he discusses the toughest mission of
his career
Rarely in recent histor!,
hare the wools of one general loomed so large in
determining the direction ot
a war
Two things in particular
give his coming September
assessment and testimony to
Congress great weight lie is
viewed as the master of
countennsurgency strategy
hating written just last y e.0
the military's manual on how
ii should be done And se.
°fully. President Bush has
repeatedly said he would
count on the judgment of his
top Iraq commander
"I will rely on General
Petraeus to give me his ret
omrnendaitom for the arm,
mate troop 'est.'s in Iraq
Bush said last month when
pressed on the timing of
when %menc an. might Stall
fist yearn
coming home
into the war and 18 months
before he leaves the White
House
"Frn going to WWI to see
what David has to say. I'm

not going to pre-judge what
he may say. I trust David
l'etracus. judgment," the
president added.
Petraeus is keeping his
counsel close, fise weeks
before he heads to Capitol
Hill to pass judgment on the
with
Iraq war strategy
the direction of the conflict
hanging in the balance
It's not easy to universe a
guy who was shot in the
chest in a training accident
at Fort Campbell. Ky earlier
in his career. and who has
spent a combined three years
in Iraq in three different
tours of duty He led the
101.1 Airborne Division. with
17.000 soldiers, in the initial
P.S. ins Aston in March
2003
In Iebniary he became
the top U.S commander in
Iraq. replacing Geri. George
Casey
In an Associated Press
interview in late July in his
office at the U S Embassy.
Petraeus betrayed no sign of
anxiety, except perhaps a
hint of worry that he might
tip his hand too early, thus
ripening himself to challenge
from critics before he has
fully armed himself with
credible arguments for why
the buildup is working
Clearly, he believes it is
working But he is not ready
to say that too expansively

He speaks hopefully, in an
understated way. of making
more security gains this year
with the U.S. troop buildup.
Nor is he willing to go
tar in discussing the question
many in Washington are asking: When can a drawdown
of U.S. troops begin'
"We haven't hard-and-fast
determined when to do that
just yet," he says.
Petraeus, a West Point
graduate with 33 years in
uniform, is highly regarded
by his peers and by many
former generals
Barry McCaffrey, a retired
Army four-star, calls him
"brilliant." Gen. Peter Pace,
the soon-to-retire chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
told AP dunng a July trip to
Iraq that two key qualities
make Petraeus special: "First,
absolute integrity ... and second. (he's) smart as a whip."
Petraeus. 54. as a polished
communicator, and it's clear
that he sees that as an
important asset in wartime
Some crimes have said he
overstated the rate of
progress by Iraqi security
forces during his tenure as
leader of that effort in 200405.
"But if so. who (among
commanders) has not- been
overly optimistic. said
Stephen Biddle, a military
expert at the Council on

Foreign Relations who was
part of a team that was in
Baghdad last spring to advise
on developing a new war
strategy.
His every word will be
scrutinized when he delivers
his assessment in mid-September. He will appear for
testimony with Ambassador
Ryan Crocker. his diplomatic
counterpart in Baghdad.
They are expected to
explain the progress and
problems with the counterinsurgency strategy that
Petraeus began to implement
when he arrived in February
— both secunty and political
And they are expected to
present their recommendations on how to proceed
beyond September, in the
face of efforts by many in
the Democratic-controlled
Congress to change direction
again in Iraq and begin
bringing the troops home,
starting as soon as this fall
Petraeus is not predicting,
at least publicly. how much
longer it will take for his
strategy to turn the tide.
Nor is he shanng his view
on how much longer the
Iraqi government should be
given to make moves
toward political reconciliation among Iraq's ethno-sectartan rivals that will ultimately decide the outcome.
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Endeavour heads for space station
with teacher-astronaut on board

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Barnes Roney, 86, Madison, Wis., formerly
of Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 5, 2007, at 8:47 p.m. at
Oakwood
Meadows East, Madison.
She received a bachelor of science degree from the University
of
HOUSTON (AP) - After
Kentucky and a master of science degree from the University of
Illinois, both in geology. She worked for the Illinois Geological Endeavour launched into the
Survey before moving to Southern California where she worked as clear blue sky and reached orbit
a draftswoman for North American Aviation. She had a lifelong with teacher-astronaut Barbara
aboard,
Mission
interest in art that was expressed through painting, stained glass and Morgan
Control announced that class
ceramics. Later in life she had an interest in gardening and raising
was in session.
flowers which developed into a passion for orchids and her backyard
Morgan, zooming with the
was transformed into an orchid nursery.
other crew members toward the
In 1987, she and her husband, John W. Rolley, to whom she was international space station,
was
married on June 13, 1949, moved to Murray, Ky., where they lived finally fulfilling the space profor 13 years.- Whire here. she continued to grow orchids; but also grain's quest to send an educator
volunteered with the Calloway County Public Library and Habitat into space-a dream that could
for Humanity.
have died in 1986 with the
After the death of her husband, Mrs. Rolley moved to Oakwood Challenger explosion that killed
Village East in Madison. She also volunteered her time at the teacher Chnsta McAuliffe and
Department of Natural Resources Research Center Library. She con- six astronauts.
Once Endeavour was safely
tinued her interest in growing flowers finding an outlet at Oakwood
where each spring and summer for six years she selected, planted past the 73-second mark of the
and maintained the flowers at the entrance to the Pioneer Prairie flight, the moment when
Challenger exploded, Mission
apartments.
Born MaY-21,-.1q21-,iexingn,Ty7,'die-Wit-SAC.ifiuglitei Of Control exclaimed that Morgan
- McAuliffe's backup for
the late Herbert Barnes and Maryetta Cravens Barnes.
Survivors include two sons, David W. Rolley, Carlisle, Mass., Challenger - was "racing
toward space on the wings of a
and Robert E. Rolley, Monona, Wis.; two grandchildren.
AP
Space Shuttle Endeavour lifts off Wednesday from the Kennedy Space Center in Cape
A memorial service will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Oakwood Village legacy."
Immediately after the shuttle
East Chapel. Madison, with Chaplain Doug Locken presiding. A
Canaveral, Fla. with 55-year-old mission specialist Barbara Morgan onboard.
reached orbit, Mission Control
graveside service will be Sunday at II a.m. at the Murray City
announced: "For
Barbara Endeavour's
ing foam and other debris from takeoff.
Cemetery, Murray, with Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. J.H. Morgan and her crewmates,
robot arm and
launch, or micrometeorites in
"I would defy anyone to find
Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, is in charge of local arrangements, class is in session."
overseeing the
space, has been standard proce- an opportunity they had to do
but no visitation is scheduled.
Endeavour was scheduled to transfer
of
dure ever since Columbia's cata- any drinking from the time they
dock with the space station on cargo from the
strophic re-entry in 2003.
woke up this morning," Griffin
Friday afternoon, after astro- shuttle to the
Bill Gerstenmaier, NASA's said."They would have to really
John Larry Travis, 69, Mayfield, died Wednesday, Aug. 8, 2007, nauts spend a day checking for station.
space operations chief, said want to drink and hide it really
at 5 a.m. at his home.
possible damage from debris
The rest of
early checks showed four or five well."
Currently a school bus driver with the Mayfield Independent shaken
loose
during the crew will be
small pieces of debris from the
Endeavour's liftoff had been
School System. he was a a former grocery owner, former owner of Wednesday's launch.
busy installing
external fuel tank came off dur- scheduled for Tuesday, but last
Morgan ing launch. He said it happened
Midway through the flight. a huge squareLittle Giant Markets, and former wholesale grocery supply salesweek NASA delayed the flight
man. A member of Lebanon Church of Christ, he was a graduate of Morgan will speak with students shaped beam to
too late to cause concern.
by a day because a leaky valve
Mayfield High School and an avid fan of Mayfield Cardinal foot- in Idaho, where she taught ele- the exterior of the station and
NASA is hoping a successful in the crew cabin needed to be
mentary classes before moving replacing a broken gyroscope. flight will draw attention from replaced.
ball.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Orvie Mack Travis and to Houston in 1998 to become Three spacewalks are planned; a the rash of embarrassments it
This is Endeavour's first
has faced this year. Most recent- flight since 2002. The shuttle
Era Clark Travis. and two brothers, Ray Pryor Travis and Terry. Lynn the first teacher to train as a full- fourth is possible.
fledged astronaut. If the mission
Late Wednesday. Morgan, 55. ly, a NASA-commissioned med- underwent a massive overhaul
Travis.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nancye Patterson Travis; two is extended from II days to 14 was all-business as she periodi- ical panel's report suggested and was outfitted with complete
days as planned, thanks to a new cally updated Mission Control astronauts were intoxicated on satellite navigation, improved
daughters, Mrs. Cheri Gossett and husband, Steve, and Mrs. Jana
station-to-shuttle power con- on the activation of the shuttle's launch day on at least two occa- main engine monitoring equipConner and husband, Russell, Mt. Vernon, 111.; one brother. Thomas
verter, she'll also have a chance cargo-carrying module.
sions.
ment and a new system for
M. Travis, Madisonville; one sister, Mrs. Hedia Mabry and husband. to answer
questions from stuThe astronauts were to spend
NASA
Administrator transferring power from the staGeorge. Melber; six grandchildren.
dents
in
Virginia
and much of today using a 50-foot Michael Griffin said the tele- tion to the shuttle. The extra
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Massachusetts.
laser boom on the end of the vised
preparations
for power will allow the shuttle to
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Chris King will officiate.
But
Morgan's
primary robot arm to inspect the shuttle's Wednesday's launch demon- remain docked at the space staPallbearers will be Ricky Travis, Randy Travis, Chris Travis, responsibility in orbit will wings and nose. The scan for strated
how difficult it would be tion longer than ever before.
Michael Mabry and Tim Mabry, active; Cory Toon, Candice Toon, involve helping to operate damage from fuel-tank insulat- for an astronaut to drink before
Courtney Toon, Lon Gossett, Kyle Gossett and Travis Conner. all
grandchildren, honorary. Burial will follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).
HUNTINGTON, Utah (AP)
dicted both holes could be fin- be about 3 1/2 miles from the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Pathways, P.O.
RINI propels In raker moue elle
- Drill rigs perched on a steep
ished
in 48 hours or less, entrance to the Crandall Canyon
Box 10, Melber, KY 42069 or Lourdes Hospice, P.O. Box 7100.
mountain chewed through sandalthough there was potential for mine 140 miles south of Salt
Paducah, KY 42002-7100.
stone to within a few hundred
equipment breakdowns and dan- Lake City.
feet early this morning of six
gerous ground shifts.
"With a little help from God
coal miners caught in a collapse
"Obviously we're dealing and a little luck, they'll get out,"
lames Preston Stubblefield
1,500 feet underground, one of
with the unknown." said Rob said mine safety manager Bodee
The funeral for James iJim) Preston Stubblefield was Wednesday the mine's co-owners said.
Moore, vice president of Murray Allred.
in the chapel of Dobies Funeral Home. New Port Richey, Fla.. with
The machines were meant to
Energy.
The miners' families have
burial in the Sylvan Abbey Cemetery. Clearwater, Fla.
open a slender lifeline if the men
The dtilisg crews made sig- been receiving private briefings
Donations may be made to Love a Child, a Christian non-profit were still alive, but crews could
nificant progress overnight. on the rescue effort from
charity helping children in Haiti, at Love A Child, Inc., P.O. Box not be certain they had cut the 2
Efforts to clear rubble blocking Murray, who said he took two
11000, Naples, FL 34101-1000.
1/2-inch-diameter hole on tara tunnel to the miners also made relatives of the trapped miners
Mr. Stubblefield. 96, Medford. Ore., died Aug. 2, 2007. His death get.
steady progress. Murray said in underground Wednesday to
The hole reached 1,300 feet
was from pneumonia.
a pre-dawn update.
show them the rescue efforts.
Born May 26, 1911. at his home near New Concord, Ky., he was deep. said Bob Murray, chairThe miners were believed to
the fifth of nine children of Ora Bucy Stubblefield and Preston man of mine co-owner Murray
Edward Stubblefield. His early years were focused on school, a 3- Energy Corp. That left as little
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
mile walk each way, as well as the usual farm chores. He completed as 200 feet before rescuers could allow a communications line to
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
the 10th grade before leaving school to work full time on the fami- reach the chamber where the be lowered to the entombed
2. Stylish drapery hardware
ly farm. At the age of 22 he left the farm and joined the road main- men were believed to be trapped miners, while the larger shaft
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
and. finally learn if the miners
tenance department in his native Calloway County.
4. Custom upholstery „ander nen dcne n
survived the cave-in early would permit food and water to
Moving to Detroit. Mich.. in 1937, he landed a position at the
S. Interior design services designed to fit your budget "awe Cell):
be lowered into the depths.
Monday.
Ford Motor Company in the electrical department. This led to his
"We will put cameras down.
e irca7n to fabriCdtrOn to protessronat installaror
work is done
Another hole, slightly less
in house by our fnenclly ste,
acceptance into the Henry Ford Trade School where he graduated as
than 9 inches wide, was being We will provide communicaCome check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself,
tion. We will provide food. We
a licensed electrician in 1941. After 11 years at Ford, he left to pur- drilled and officials
hoped it
sue a career as an electrician wiring new homes and schools. He could break through by Friday. could keep them alive indefinitely," he said.
continued in this work until he retired in 1974.
Murray said.
The mining company pre4083 12th St • 753 6361
He and his wife left Michigan and moved to Holiday, Fla., in
The smaller hole would
1974. Mr. Stubblefield continued work in retirement when he volunteered for over 15 years at Trinity Baptist Church in Clearwater.
Ha., to maintain the church bus fleet. He also collected newspapers
for recycling to financially support the church's Super Sixties Club.
He and his wife, the former Marjorie Humphries, were married in
1940. They had been married for 57 years when she died in 1997.
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A graveside service for Ian Garret Minter-Banister was
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Wallace Cemetery. Benton. Rev. Jeff Cox
and Rev. Rick Minter officiated.
Collier Funeral Home. Benton, was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Ronald McDonald
House Charities. One Kroc Dr., Oak BrookrIL 60523.
Master Minter-Banister, infant son. Symsoma Highway. Benton.
died Monday. Aug. 6, 2007. at 207 a.m. at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center. Mayfield
Survivors include his mother. Maranda Minter, and his father,
Randy Banister. Benton. three brothers, Logan Cox. Benton. and
Dillon Hupp andl)der Pugh, both of Louisville, two sisters, Jacelyn
Minter, Benton. and Kaylee Banister. Louisville; grandparents.
Dennis Minter, Benton. Sheri Haney and husband. Gary. Paducah.
Randy Wright and Sunder DT1IM and husband. Donny. all of
Louisville. great-grandparents. Jean Stringer. Mayfield. and Virgil
and Bernice Minter. Benton. one aunt. Julie Robertson. Murray.
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Murray Woman's Club sets date for Heritage Ball

•

Members of the Murray
Woman. Club hinance (*tintmince fuse formulated plans for
the second annual Heritage Ball.
The date for the fund raising event has been confirmed
tor Saturday, (kt. 27, from 7
in I I • p.m,tp.the Murray State
University ('urns ('enter ballroom
The theme will be "Mur
'
ray Woman's Club - Serving
Murray tot DE Yeats' and will
again feature
•Grunipy Old Men' performing favorites from the past century.• according to Kathy Stanfa, chair of the finance committee
This year we plan on mak'
ing the hall bigger and better..
added Stant,'
More information will be
forthcoming. hut the announcement is being made early so
people can mark it on their
,alendars

••
Land Between the Lakes annual
homecoming will be held Sunday

n ;
Former residents of the Land Betwee
their ;
the Lakes in Trigg County will have
annual homecoming on Sunday at the Fenbridge
ton Airport pavilion, just across the
on C.S. 68, at Aurora.
A potluck picnic will be spread at noon.
and
Each one should bring food, drinks
Wencontact
tion
Informa
more
For
chairs.
.
dell Wallace of Cadiz at 1-270-522-6721

lo's
Datebook

CCHS
Photo prowled

Tracey Wortham, club president, Marlene
Pictured, clockwise. are Kathy Stanfa, finance chair,
decorations, Sue White, treasurer. Genie
Beach, Lois Pharns (standing), Sandra Whittenberg.
d is Kay Hays. publicity
picture
Not
sales
ticket
.
Conner
May, decorations. and Pat

Kickoff will
The annual Murray High School
for parTickets
Field.
Holland
Ty
at
p.m.
7
at
y
be Saturda
,
coaches
,
athletes
All
$3.
be
will
ents and other adult guests
admitted free.
students and children under school age will be
recognized are
Concessions will be available. Groups to be
and girls soccer
MHS and MMS football teams. MHS boys
and swim
teams, cross country, golf, volleyball, dance team
and the
ders,
cheerlea
MMS
and
MHS
team. MMS softball.
MHS band.
annual
The LAMP Christian Homeschoolers
at the Harfamily get-together on Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m.
Lowry Drive,
mon Woodmen of the World building. 330 C.C.
Ryerson will
Carol
and
Steve
Murray.
off South Fourth Street,
in home edube featured speakers. They have been involved
to the Home
cation for 20 years and are frequent contributors
attend with
to
urged
are
persons
School Digest. Interested
enjoy a time
home educators to receive free information and
to share for
of encouragement. Each one is asked to a dish
more inforthe potluck along with a dessert or beverage. For
Roso at
mation, call Sue Ann Stevens at 753-3636 or Rhonda

rday
Brewers School Picnic Satu
y from 10 a.m. to

3
Brewers School Picnic will be Saturda
teachformer
All
ille.
Draffenv
at
Park
Miller
Mike
p.m. at the
attend.
ers, students and patrons of Brewers School are urged to
chairs or
Each one should bring own picnic lunch and lawn
who may
lust come by and visit, according to Barney Thweatt
be contacted at 1-270-354-6430

Friday
Glory Bound Entertainment
Ministry will be

FriGlory Bound Christian Entertainment
UnitGoshen
Of
hall
hip
fellows
the
in
p.m.
9
day from 7 to
Featured
ed Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella.
is no
There
Prater.
Jeff
and
Quartet
Boys
Liberty
be
will
d.
accepte
be
will
Line
Need
for
items
admission charge. but
3. Renee
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-564
gloryTaylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail
boundqrhotmail.com.
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Photos provided

of the Arts and Crafts contest of the
ARTS AND CRAFTS WINNERS: First place winners
Norma Paschall. Christmas ornament, Karen
Murray Woman s Club were top photo from left,
second place winners were. bottom photo.
and
Olsen, photo and Joetta Kelly. watercolor,
photo scenic, and Tracey VVortham. photo
Joiner,
g,
Martha
paintin
on.
from left, Lillian Roberts
of natural history

Land Between the Lakes plans programs
Ky
GOLDEN Pr
Land Between the Lakes has
....us tiles planned tin the tom
mg week
The Homeplace 1.is mg History harm. Nature Station. and
Hillman 1-cm. Energy Lake
and Piney Campground are now

liotriogs

face painting

First Baptist Church
Celebrating Families

Agel
fri7

A Carnival of
Praise (.!
prize5Who: You!!
t•Ple
II° 0.0ra
110 sal
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489-2717.

Meeting at Lassiter Cemetery
y will

Coats/&irritative
t mourns

ft

event
LAMP Homeschoolers plan
will hold their

Made Easy.

Anthem.

-

rday
MHS Sports Kickoff Satu
Fall Sports

Health Coverage

•••`amr, fro.

plank.event

host "Alumni
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will
at the Jim Nix
Night- on Saturday beginning at 5:30 p.m.
invited to come
Complex. All alumni, friends and family are
team. Any alumand meet the 2007-08 boys and girls soccer
or boys game
ni player that would like to join in the girls
details.
for
t
outh.ne
y@bells
can contact cgtower

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross is
offering its monthly second
Saturday First Aid and CPR
course on Saturday from 9
J m 10 4 pin at the Calloway
County Public Library in Murray
Course fee is 550, which
includes all books and mate
nal., and certifications in adult.
child arid infant CPR as v. eli
as first aid
Additionally the chapter is
offering an adult, infant and
child CPR recertification course
on Aug to from h to 10 p m
at the George Weak. Communits Center The cost is SMI
Pre registration for these
classes is iequired at the Red
Cross office. hil7 Poplar St..
Murray Contact Calloway Red
Cross Director Tory Daughri
1421 or callowayredis JI
ciiissta murray -ky net for more
information.

if-es...sums wave Group Cafe'arre
s44-pendent C,Jcit,poLot

A

The annual Vinson family reunion
at noon at Paris Landing State Park
Sunday
By Jo Buriceen
the meal in the hotel dining
After
Hotel.
Community
a business meeting will be conducted,
room,
Editor
according to Mark Allen Vinson of Mems and friends are invited.
relative
All
Tenn
phis,

First Aid and
CPR course
scheduled for
Saturday

Pokonlataise

ay
Vinson reunion on Sundwill
be

ichi.4,747m4

All Families of Murray and
Calloway County
What: A time of FUN and
as we kick-off a new year
When: Aug. 12, 2007
5:()0-7:00pM

Where: Murray's Central
Park/Pool

open daily The Golden Pond
Phinetarium, The Elk & Bison
Prairie. Wranglers Campground.
lurkey 11., 011V Area and
Aeseral small camping areas
are open y esti-1141nd
Elk and Bison Prairie is
°Pee daily Admission is 55
per car
The Golden Pond Planetarium is open daily with admission $3 for ages 1 and up,
$2 for ages 3 to 12. and free
with family for ages 4 and
under "Blown Away the Wild
World of Weather- will be
shown at 3 p m daily "Kentucky Slues- will..be shown at
1 pm daily. Far Out Space
Places at 10 am. Monday
through Friday and 4 p m Saturday and Sunday. Search for
life in the Cniserse- at 11
am and 2 pm daily
lake Barkley Sunset Canoe

Trip will he from 530 to 8
p.m. Sunday. weather permitting The location has not been
announced Resers anon. and
lull deposits of $25 per canoe
MT required by calling 1-270924-2020..
Esents at The Homcplace
will include "An Ounce of Presention is Worth a Pound of
Cure- from 1 to 4 pm. Saturday.'Tobacco: The 13 Month
Crop" from .1 to 3 p.m. Sunday.
Events at The Nature Station include "Fears and Phobias" at I .10 p.m. Saturday:
'Mystery Corner- from I to 3%
pm Sunday,"Creature Feature:
Bobcat- at 2 p.m. Tuesday;
"Tales of Scales- at 2 p.m.
Thursday
For more information call
toll free at I -1400-LBL-7077.

3a11 Registration
Mon., Aug. 13 • 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Tues., Aug. 14 • 3:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Classes Begin The Week of Aug. 20th
Revtnntne isky 4

Quality Tel htlique
Rerstratrow I h sectuar ont

Mese Ddtes & TOM'S

Aarrn Balzer - Director
Dower rah Ow Fort Worth fiallrf
114.-1 no Doerr kw True Christian Untorruty
former

clown
Fot nude usfurnsatwsn
hie M ride esil 70- stlys

caw eentte 4 Atha
I or a tion INS M Art E CENTER,&ORM
de the corner of Jed & Maple 911... Mama}

71748/9

be Saturday
The annual meeting at Lassiter Cemeter
donations
their
send
may
attend
to
unable
at 10 a.m. Persons
Midfor the maintenance of the cemetery to Carl Dalton, 311
way Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Asbury meeting on Saturday

the
Asbury Cemetery Day will be Saturday at 11 a.m at
Leslie,
cemetery. located on Asbury Cemetery' Road. Rev. Dan
speakpastor of Dresden First United Methodist, will be the
event
er. A potluck meal will be served. In cast of rain, the
fellowChurch
st
Methodi
United
Kirksey
the
at
held
he
will
ns
ship hall. Persons unable to attend may mail their donatio
Grove
for maintenance of the cemetery to Martha Smith. 120
La.. Murray. KY 2071.

McGuire meeting on Saturday
y (State

Line road.
The annual meeting of McGuire Cemeter
with a
Weakley County. Tenn ) will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
potluck
a
by
d
followe
,
meeting
s
busines
short service and
be auclunch. The maintenance contract for next year will
y are
cemeter
the
at
ed
interest
family
with
Anyone
tioned.
upkeep
encouraged to attend and/or make a contribution for the
Rd.,
to McGuire Cemetery. do Dannie Harnson, 1581 Alm°
3.
753-329
call
tion
informa
For
Almo, KY 42020.

Dobson meeting on SaturdayDay" will

be SatThe annual Dobson Cemetery' "Decoration
r
Cuba-Wate
the
on
located
y.
cemeter
the
at
p.m.
unlay at 2
for the
Valley Road. Ky. 2422 in Graves County Donations
to Gail Dobupkeep of the cemetery may he made or mailed
information
For
42066.
KY
d,
Mayfiel
1390.
son, 918 St. Rt.
call 270-328-8612 or 270-554-3726.

ed
Curlee Employee reunion plannwill

be SatCurlee Clothing Company Employee Reunion
urday from 1 to 3 p m. at Christ Methodist Church. Family
Life Center. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. Refreshments will
be served Spouses are welcome. For information call Dorothy
Townsend. Sandra Simmons or Phyllis Dick

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Chnst-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church For mforrnation or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo

Muria Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 63(1
p m at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North. Murray Proceeds help suppon many local and shrine charitable activities

CCMS plans softball tryouts

Calloway County Middle School Softball try-outs will he
today and Friday from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m at the Calloway
County High School softball field. For more information call
Coach James Nig at 759-2145.

CI

Writer's Poltpourri will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m, at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library. All
•
interested
writers are
invited.
Wilma J.
Sanders,
director,
has
released
Potpoum
some of
Wilma Sanders, the poems
Director
written by
participants

A World Painted Blue
By Margaret R. Elkins
Suppose the world is
painted blue
By God's creative hand?
Skies of blue float over
my head.
Royal blue meadows_ lay
Blades of grass tickle my
toes.
If the world is colored
blue.
A powder blue to calm
My soul like soothing
halm--An azure blue to protect
and guard
Me like a loyal bodyguard.
If the world is bathed in
blue
What does the sunlight
do?
What would become
Of the grass so green,
Sprinkled by the morning
dew?
Wht happens to clouds of
white.
Or to the stars twinkling
in the night?
A world of blue
Might be nice for awhile,
But God made the world
With its own unique
style-Full of colorful seasons,
Strong and versatile.
More Changes 2007
By Wilma J. Sanders
Coldwater has more
changes
That we can see and hear
One is a four laned highway
That is so very near
We hear the trucks and
dozers
As they work all day
We've seen a dust cloud

rising
All through the month of
May
They're widening Hamrnond Road
We see that from our
yard
For those that live on it
That must be very hard
Jerry and Joyce Key live
on it
Where the roads come
together
It's bad all the time
But worse in rainy weather
When dry we can cross it
It's soft mud when it's
wet
We take other roads
around it
Wouldn't cross it on a bet
Hammond Road will be
the entrance
Starts in August so they
say
Progress upsets many lives
Complicates our day.
John Deere Love
By Michael Jay Inman
It was their wedding day,
for the fanner and his
bride.
The church was full and
the bride all in white.
The groom in green, for
it was
a wedding unlike most
have ever seen.
Their vows were made
and the congratulations
were received.
When they left,
He carried her off in his

God's Photo
By Dorothy Locke Inman
If God looked down,
What would he see?
Would it be an exact
image
of what I should be.
If God had a camera
and took a picture of me.
Would it be only the outside
that he would really see?
If God didn't have a
camera,
what would he really
need?
Woudl he need an x-ray,
to spot a growing seed?
Is it only the outside
that God wants to see?
Or is it the beauty from

Sometimes
By Deborah Holt Hale
Sometimes,
In early mornng
She leaves her home
and goes to the beach.
In silent thought
She walks along the tide,
letting it wash over her
sandaled feet.
Sometimes,
She stands in silence
Watching as the
reflections
casted upon the blue tempest waves
movechange with
ment
and yet, stay so much tht
same.
And, then, she hears the
sweet melody
of children laughing
as they chase the tide,
running back and forth in
play.
Without one thought of
their yesterdays
or what tomorrow may
bring--they simply surrender
themselves to today--She takes off her sandals
And lets the tide wash
over her bare feet
As she turns and walks
back to her house,
Yesterday has passed and
can not change,
Tomorrow, she tells herself, is simply that,
And today, she smiles,
belongs to me.
And I will make it what
I want it to he.

flowing outward like the

cool on wire rack.
GROUND BEEF
STROGANOFF
— 1 pound ground beef,
lean
—1 small onion, chopped
— 1/2 teaspoon gaclic salt
— 1/4 teaspoon pepper
— 10 3/4 ounces cream of
mushroom soup, condensed
—4 ounces mushroom
stems and pieces, drained
— 3/4 cup sour cream
In medium skillet, brown
ground beef and onion; drain
excess fat. Stir in garlic salt,
pepper. soup and mushrooms.
Simmer covered. 15 to 20
minutes. Stir in sour cream.
heat through, but do not boil.
Serve over rice, noodles or
chow mein noodles.
HUNGARIAN BEEF
GOULASH
— 1/4 c. vegetable oil
— 10 oz. finely cut
onions
— 1/2 bell pepper. deseed1/4 cup water, lukewarm
ed and finely chopped
2 large egg. well heat—4 large. cloves of garlic.
chopped
— 1 1/4 cups bread
— 1 lb. beef chuck (stew
crumbs, fresh
meat, or shank meat)
— 1 teaspoon cinnamon
— 2 tbsp. Hungarian papn— 2 teaspoons butter,
ka (don't use Spanish)
melted
— 1/4 tsp black pepper
— 3/4 cup sugar dissolved
— 1/4 tsp. crushed Italian
in: 1 cup milk, scalded
pepper or cayenne
— 5 1/2 cups flour
— I/2 tsp caraway seeds
— 3 tablespoons brown
— I (28 oz.) can tomasugar
toes, crushed by hand
— 1/4 teaspoon salt
— 2 bay leaves
Cream together the butter
— Salt to taste
and sugar. add the scalded
Heat the oil in a heavy
milk and mix thoroughly
When lukewarm, stir in the bottom .saucepan—or casserole.
Add the onions and the hell
dissolved yeast, eggs and
pepper. cover and sweat
flour (using more flour if
onions until translucent. stirnecessary to make a stiff batnng occasionally. but do not
ter - dough will be sticky
brown Add the garlic and
and soft). Beat mixture thorsaute until it imparts its
oughly, cover and let nse in
aroma Add the meat. stir
a *arm place about I-1/2
together and season with salt
hours or until double in hulk
Cover and let sweat gently
When risen. heat again thorfor several minutes. When
oughly Grease deep pie pan
meat takes on a cooked
and spnnkle lightly with
appearance. add paprika. carflour With a spoon. fill the
away seeds, the pepper and
pie pans with the dough
the hay leaves, stir all togethSpnnkle top of cakes with
cover and let cook on a
er,
commixture
the following
low fire for 10 to 15 minutes
bine the soft bread crumbs
until meat has picked up the
with the melted butter, sugar.
flavor of the seasonings Add
salt and cinnamon and mix
the tomatoes, stir and cover
well Let takes rise about
and return to a simmer
20 minute's and then hake in
Adjust fire so the goulash
a preheated 4001- osen about
simmers very gently arid let
20-25 minutes or until golden
cook. stirring occasionally
Blush with melted butter and

many of us don't try
the inching pot
of our
country..
When my
daughter
was studying
Europe, I
tried cooking recipes
that she
could help
understand
Recipes people of
the countnes.
Mans Anderson
These were
dishes that our grandparents
prepared and we have forgotten or not passed on. Here
are some Amencanized dishes
to give a try.
GERMAN BREAD
— 1/2 cup butter
— 1 package active dry
So

sea?
If God has a camera
trained on this body of
mine.
How will I be caunpared
to Thee. to Thine?
Woudl he see me as a
little child
never growing an inch?
Would he give me a
smile
or shrug his shoulders and
flinch?
Would my picture portray
a radiating, perfrect love,
To friends, family,
strangers,
for God and Jesus above'!
It makes me stop and
wonder,
Should I change my
ways?
Or is God really satisfied
With the way I spend my
days.

until meat is tender. While
the goulash is cooking, taste
and adjust the seasoning if
needed. Meat should be tender in about one hour. When
meat is tender, remove bay
leaves and taste once more.
Skim any grease that may
have surfaced. Keep warm.
GERMAN SWEET
CHOCOLATE CAKE
— 1 (4 oz.) pkg. Baker's
German sweet chocolate
1/2 c. boiling water
I c. un-salted butter
2 c. sugar
4 large egg yolks
I tsp. vanilla
2 1/2 c. cake flour
tsp, baking soda
1/2 tsp. salt
1 c. buttermilk
—4 large egg whites,
stiffly beaten
Melt chocolate in boiling
water: cool. Cream butter and
sugar until fluffy. Add yolks.
beating well after each. Blend
in vanilla and chocolate.
Sift flour with soda and
salt. Add dry mixture alternately with buttermilk, mixing
well after each addition. Fold
in beaten egg whites.
Pour into 3 prepared cake
pans. Bake at 350 degrees for
35-40 minutes.
FROSTING:
1 large egg yolks
c. evaporated milk
1 c. sugar
I asp. un-salted butter
1 1/2 c. flaked coconut
1 c. chopped pecans
— 1 tsp. vanilla
Beat eggs, milk. sugar, and
butter. Cook over medium
heat for about 12 minutes,
stimng until mixture thickens.
Remove from heat, add
coconut. pecans. and vanilla.
Beat until cool and of spreading consistency. Frost between
layers, top, and sides.
I hope you and your children enjoy cooking these
dishes because it's important
to pass recipes along
Remember if you need a
recipe or want to share one
e-mail us at
mrmommurray fa bellsouth .net
or write Mr. MOM at Murray.
Ledger & Tunes. As my
daughter said 'That's a keeper''

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
KINDERGARTEN ORIENTATION: Murray Elementary School held a Kindergarten Orientation
Monday with parents and students attending. Pictured above, Barbara Like and her daughter,
Ronni Like, get acquainted with MES kindergarten teacher Amberly Munsey and other students and parents.

Price speaker
Dr. Matt Price of Primary
Care in Murray was the guest
speaker at an assembly with
Calloway County High School
faculty and staff Monday morning prior to the start of a
CCHS Professional Day. Price
gave a brief address about the
importance of motivating students to expand their interests
and working to achieve success in their high school studies.
Price shared about stories
from his past that were influential and encouraging to him

to enter the field of obstetrics
medicine.
and gynecology
Price. a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School and
a 1997 graduate of Murray
State University, said this was
an opportunity for him to say
"thank you" and to help others to "look at the big picture."
"I am glad to be in the
Murray-Calloway County community and I look forward to
working with the Calloway
County and Murray school systems," he said.
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Do you have someone looking out
for your best security interests
24-hours a day,365 days a year?

At The Murray Bank, that's exactly what we'd like to do for you,
with Identity & Fraud Protection Plus, our exciting new program
offering Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud Assistance, and 24-hour
Credit Monitoring to protect you from identity theft and fraud.
Walk into The Murray Bank today and walk out with a greater
sense of security, knowing we're always looking out for you.

405 South 12th Street
& 700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
www.themurraybank.com
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Disney's High School Musical
auditions set for Playhouse

TIGER BAND SENIORS
mem
TIGER BAND
its

Murray, Kentucky

Special to the Ledger
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park announces auditions for
the next main-stage production
of the 2007 season, Disney'.
High School Musical, Monday
and Tuesday. Auditions run 58 p.m both nights at the Playhouse in the Park.
It is required that you attend
the entire three-hour session on
one of the two nights. Some
actors may be invited to a callback audition Wednesday from 5-8
A large number of roles are available to

actors age 12-17. Older actoi,
are welcome to audition for the
roles of teachers in the show.
Prospective actors will be asked
to sing one verse and chorus
of a pop/rock song of their choice
as well as one verse/chorus of
a song from the show "Breaking Free." An acting audition
scene from the show will be
provided.
Wear comfortable clothing
and tennis shoes for the dance
portion of auditions.
Disney's High School Musical runs at Playhouse in the Park Oct. 11-21.

HIGH
SCHOOL

MUSICAL

August to heat up with blues

Photo provided

during the MHS Band Camp.
Members of the Murray High Tiger Band pose for a recent photo
Addison. Trent Beisel,
Kristin
King.
Kaelei
Pictured are this year's 2007-08 senior members
Michael Wallin, and Cody Seely.

ay
Nashville songwriters play Lovett Frid
track "Baby I'm

Nashville based songwriters
Matt Warren. Odie Blackmon
and Dyl.M Alttliall will take
the stage at M p fll friday at
Losett auditiirium to perform
their own music, as well as
songs they penned that became
chart-toppers tor some of the
most well known artists in the
music industry
Matt Warren is a NA•11%111C
(Tenn ihos currently writing for
Fame Publishing to. based
OW III MU...le Shoals. Ala
Front afl14/15 rs,k ft roll project that he put together in 21111K)
with a band called Papa Joe.
Warren has dipped into the
and perform
well. collahorat
ing with artist. assoc iated with
the likes (il Aretha Franklin.
Neil Young. The Black Crov.es,
‘41.1011 anti 111411)
Stesie
MOM "Puttin. Memories Away,"
J song that he so-wrote with
Gary Allan was featured this
spring on the Ophra Winfrey
show and re coed lour out of
toe 1,11 the star track award
by Rolling Stone maganne
he influences
Drawing f
of flank Williams, the Black
Crosses. Ray (harks. Tom
Petty.(Mis Redding. Bob 1.). 1.tn.
'Merle Haggard. Van Morrison
anal JetIS Gal.1J lust Ill name
• few. Wallell describe• his
songs as "gritty and raw. son
pie and honest powerful and
real, lull of laith and doubt
No doubt. something to please
most anyone
Odie Blackmon is the man

behind the lyrics of some of includes the
the greatest country hits in Home," written by Altman.
A new concept in concerts
recent years. "I May Hate
Myself in the Morning." wnt- at Murray State University, the
is
ten by Blackmon and record- Lovett Live OnStage Series
ed by Leeanne Wornac.k. Was proving popular with fans that
nominated lot awards by both want to get down to the basics
the ACM and (*MA in one with the music. The intimate
coffee house style seating for
year
2(K) includes tables, leather
encomthat
style
a
With
passes both country and blue.. sofas and giant chairs set up
grass, some of Blackmon's nun; to bring the audience and permemorable work has been in formers in union for an unforcollaboration with Jim Laud- gettable concert experience.
Jason Pittman. manager of
erdale. Country great (ieorge
Strait took Blackmon's 'Shell Murray State's Regional SpeLeave You with a Smile" to cial Events Center and Lovett
the top of the charts, while Auditorium. says Songwriters in
Gary Allan's hit record "Moth- the Round is an example of
in' on but the Radio" Was also the type of shows being featured in the OnStage Series.
written by Blackmon.
Dylan Altman left New Jer- "We hope to bring something
sey to reside in Nashville and different and appeal to a sanely of music fans," Pittman
strengthen his passion for music
Ile is billed as a singer-song- said. "We've adopted a motto
writer•musician with a heals) that says 'the only way to get
jai/ influence inherited from closer to the music is to join
his la InUsit1.111 lather Known the band That's the type of
for bringing an electrifying live experience we want to provide
has through Lovett Live."
Altman
performance.
Tickets for Songwriters an the
opened for top Acts like Edwin
McCain and The Fabulous Round are $5. To purchase in
ads Antx go to www ticketmasThunderbirds
or
N%a writer. Altman's work tercorn. call 1-877-894-4473,
visit the RSEC box office. Log
has been brought into the spot
onto is W wmyspace.corn/lovet.
light h) two 44 country music ,
tlive for the latest informatior
artists
male
popular
most
Dylan.% number one hit "Watch about upcoming events Tb
the Wind Mow - is featured on website ASO oilers a
Tim McGraw'. album titled to become a VIP Friend aild
-Tim McGraw and the Dance' win free tickets to future conhall Doctors.- Trace Adkin's certs.
album "Songs About Me"

Put Your

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The 18th annual Hot August
Blues Festival at the Kenlake
State Resort Park amphitheater
in Aurora is scheduled for Aug.
24-25. According to its Web site,
this year's festival has been
named one of the state's -Top
10" summer events by the Kentucky Tourism Council, marking the third time it has received
the designation.
Over the years the Kenlake
festival has remained a 'must
attend event in the western
Kentucky region." Sponsors
report that "its rich tradition
dates hack to 1989 and was
the brainchild of park manager Bill Hainsworth and group
sales coordinator Gloria PeckHargrove."
The festival began as only
a handful of groups performing to a few hundred people.
Today it runs for two days and
this year will feature II bands.
Attendance at the event is
expected to be in the thousands.
In Additional to well-known
blues *rusts, each
tival features many regiona
favorites. In the past. performers have come from as far

Trust in Our

Experience.

away as Australia, the east and
west coasts and New Orleans.
Entertainers have ranged in age
from five years old to those
in their 90s.
This year's schedule includes
the following Friday night performers: Bluesberry Jam Band;
Nightfish; Lew Jetton & 61
South; and Clarence Dobbins.
Saturday's schedule includes:
Bluesberry Jam Band; Harper
Brothers; 5 on Friday; C.J.
Vaughn; Stella-Vees Blues
Band; Mem Shannon & The
Membership; Mike Gnffin; and
the Reba Russell Band.
Gates open at 4 p.m. on
Friday. Aug. 24, and at 9 a.m.
on Saturday, Aug. 25.
Tickets for the event are
$IO for Friday, $15 for Saturday and $22 for admission on
combo tickets for both nights.
Kids tickets are $7 for those
from five to 12 years of age.
Children under five years of
age are admitted free.
Tickets can be purchased at
outlets throughout the region
including Aurora - Kenlake
State Resort Park; Murray ger. Taco John's. Big Apple
Cafe, Express Tan and Murray Bank; Mayfield - Taco
John's and Express Tan; Pad-

ucah - Roof Brothers Wine &
Spirits and Kroger; Benton Marshall County Tourism; Parii
Landing - 4-Way Grill; Pans,
Tenn. - Express Tan and Kroger:
To order tickets by mail,
at:
site
Web
the
visit
www.hotaugustbluesfestival.co
m and follow the link to "tickets." Instructions will be found
there for ordering by mail. The
deadline to have tickets mailed
is Tuesday.
For those attending, umbrellas, pets and audio/video equipment are not allowed. Assistance animal are permitted.
Items that are approved include
coolers (no glass items), lawn
chairs or blankets and cameras. Accessible seating is also
provided if needed.
All minor children must be
supervised at all times. Sponsors of the event reserve the
right to remove anyone from
the premises who are allowing their children to roam the
event without adult supervision. The policy will be strictly enforced, it was reported.
The event will be held rain
or shine. More information can
also be found by visiting www.
parks.ky.gov or by calling 1800-325-0143.
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ALL FREE ALL FREE ALL FREE ALL FREE

Kidz Karnival &
Magic Show
Sunday, August 12th
Sunday School: 9 a.m./Worship: 10 a.m.
Karnival: 12:00-2:45 p.m.
Magic Show: 3 p.m.
with famous Christian Magician
David Garrard
at

Elm Grove Baptist Church

Lxuptioni1
Environment.
bar-Jot-Lima°

6483 State Route 94 East, Murray, Kentucky
(6 miles from court square on right)

Po,

Bring all your friends and come see a famous magician, ride the
ponies, play on balloon inflatables like the Gladiator Joust,
Giant Slide, Water Slide, and Soft Dunk. Win prizes at games.
eat from the grill, snack on cotton candy & snow cones,
or even play bunko inside.

10 A
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Derpit ir•

•11,

r*'

Learn how Weight Loss Surgery
can Improve your health, by attending our
FREE LAP Band seminar!

* * * Older kids stay for the * * *
Youth Concert, pizza, and
retIr rcictOr 11 at 4:00

1/0.1.0ny. ingrascit It, 331/ lam
Iten*ust 11041r 1.1forvort., Rer•Inn. Atvelsor4,.$
Toradier. legivil 14, 1.4111 gun
11ssresty-141keray Cassisfy I Hariery, Ilurrny,
1029 Medical renter Circle
MavfidJ kcntiaiki 4201e
l'0•24 I -4LAP
sinnOschissepuricinesiossa

12:1111 mmon
.11Asswilras.. Istirsat
jarkans. ?Ser.-hour Ifestervel I enIer•
01111,1111111/111

shigirrepter

RawAny

Cl 2S1-4527 lot your seminar reservation!

p.1/7.

(Bring a change of clothes!)
*

* Winner receives $100 * * *

ALL FREE ALL FREE ALL FREE ALL FREE
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McCuiston
uses Web site
as motivation

Coming Up
RACER FOOTIALL
Procne*/4 Tense
'Practice /I Toney
Fn
Practice
Practice //Set
Practice/. Sat
Preclice /I Sun
Practice IMO Aug 13
Practice /11 Aug 13
Pawnee /12 Aug 14
Practice /12 Aug 15
Practice /14 Aug 15
'Practice /16 Aug 18
*Practice /111 Aug 17
Practice /17 4..41 17
Pawnee /18 Aug 18
Practice /19 Aug 19
Practice /20 Aug 20
Prectice /21 kg 20
'Procne* 022 4g 21

UNFLATTERING COMMENTS
MADE ABOUT PROGRAM HAS NEW
COACH AND TEAM FIRED UP
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As if his first Murray High team didn't have enough
niutivation for the 2007 season, Mickey McCuiston has
added a little fuel to the Lady Tigers' fire in recent days.
The recently-hired Murray coach — the replacement
II the departed Jared Rosa — informed his new squad of
some unfavorable Internet chatter that is sure to be a motivating factor for last year's First Region runners-up.
According
to
Murray Nigh School
cCuiston, the Lady
Lady
Tiger Soccer Schedule
igers, who have Aug 14 PADUCAH
TILGHMAN 7 15 pm
en one of the top Aug 18 at Daviess County
Noon
5 30 p.m
teams in the region Aug 18a1 Owensboro
Aug 21 ST MARY
6pm
over the last several Aug 25 BLACKMAN TENN
years, have been Lady Tiger Cup
branded with some Aug 25 UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Lady Tiger Cup
unflattering labels by Aug 25 GLASGOW
rival teams on the Lady Tiger Cup
message Aug 26 OWENSBORO CAIN
soccer
Lady Tiger Cup
board at kentuck- Aug 28 at Maytekl
7 p.m
Aug 28 at Marshall Co
ypreps.com.
715 p.m.
Sept 4 MAYFIELD
715 p.m.
And McCuiston Sept
6 at Heath
7:15 p.m.
made sure his team Sept 8 CALLOWAY CO
5:30 p.m.
745 p.m.
knew about the com- Sept 11 MARSHALL CO
13 at Graves Co
7:15 p.m.
ments, even encour- Sept
Sept 18 at Calloway Co.
7 p.m.
aging the Murray Sept 25 GRAVES CO.
745 p.m.
7 p.m.
players to visit the Sept 29 at Marshall Co.
Oct 1 at Lone Oak
745 p.m.
site.
Oct 4 REIDLAND
715 p.m.
"They're saying
that Murray High is a
bunch of underachievers," said McCuiston. "There's that
question out there about this program. They've had all this
talent in the past, but they haven't been able to do anything with it.
"I gave (the players) the website information. I wanted
them to read that. ... They're a very motivated team," he
added.
Even without that extra incentive, the Lady Tigers
already had plenty of motivation to draw from, considering the way their 2(X)6 season ended.
After a rousing return to the region tournament with a
3-0 shutout of homestanding Reidland in the semifinal
round. Murray pushed perennial champion Marshall
County all the way to the wire before succumbing 2-1 in
sudden-death overtime of the title match.
The victory gave the Lady Marshals — undefeated at
the time — an unprecedented 13th consecutive First
Region crown.

815am
6 45 p m
7pm
8 15 a.m
3 35 p m
3 35p.m
8 15 am
3 35 p m
3 389 m
8 25 a m
3 45 p m
3 35 p m
615am
3 36 p m
3 15 p m
3 35 p m
8 15 a re
3 36 P m
305 p m

WELLS OUTPITCHES MADDUX
IN VICTORY OVER PADRES
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The Cardinals jumped on Greg
Mitidux before he had a chance to break a sweat in 96degree heat. and Kip Wells made sure the early lead
stood Up.
Wells limited San Diego to an unearned run in seven
innings, and first-inning RBIs from Juan Encarnacion
and Albert Pujols gave St. Louis just enough offense in
a 2-1 victory over the Padres on Wednesday night.
"You're always glad to finish up good." Maddux
said. "You can't win a game in the first couple of
inijings but you can sure lose it, anti I kind of did that.: Encarnacion's RBI double off the left-field wall was
the second in a string of four straight hits to start the
first off Maddux. Encarnacion's hit atoned for his fielding error in right field in the top of the inning that
aliowed Mike Cameron to score from first base on
Ailnan Gonzalez's single.
:Pujols followed Encarruicion's hit with the go-ahead
rtiO-scoring single, helping the Cardinals win for only
the second time in eight games. David Eckstein had two
hits and scored a run after his leadoff hit in the first.
.—Guys like Maddux and (Jake) Peavy, you need to
tilt them early before they get comfortable." Pujols
said. "You saw that we didn't get any more hits after
thpit. That's why he's a future Hall of Earner."
111 Soo CARDINALS,28

TOM GANNAM / AP
pitches to San Diego's Khalil Greene in the
tinning Wednesday in St Louis
Wells

MICHAEL DANN 1 Ledger & Times

Kasey Clark douses himself with a waterThursday during preseason practice with the Racer football team in Murray. Clark, a
freshman running back, ts from Russell, Ky.

RACERS READY FOR THE FIRST MO-A-DAYS BEGINNING TODAY
By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State football team continued
along their preseason schedule today, practicing for a little under two hours today in the
100-degree heat on the practice field behind
Stewart Stadium.
Offensively, the quarterbacks worked on
their handoff hall exchange with the running
backs, and they also worked on the option,
deciding to pitch the ball to a streaking running back or tuck the hall and run in * splitsecond.
They also worked on short-yardage situations, finding an open tight end for a quick
first down.
The wide receivets worked on reading the
snap count and not leaving too soon, and
their footwork when making sharp cuts in
their routes.
The tight ends took part in a drill where
they began in a three-point stance, then using

ENGLISH SUPERSTAR COULD
MAKE MLS
DEBUT TONIGHT

force to drive a pad backwards, emulating
picking up a quick block after the ball has
been snapped.
The offensive linemen once again worked
on staying low, and stamina drills.
The defensive line worked on several
agility drills, including high-stepping
through a set of five pads, moving side-toside while reading the quarterback, and a
drill where you had to free yourself from a
strategically placed tackling dummy and run
in the shape of an "8" around two large
hoops.
The defensive backs focused on staying
with their receiver during stop-and-go patterns, and one-on-one coverage, trying to
intercept the quarterback's passes or bat the
hall down to the ground.
The defense as a whole then worked on
reading and reacting to the option, trying to
force the quarterback into a quick decision
which would cause a botched toss or a fum-

WASHINGTON(AP) — David
Beckham dribbled, juggled and
passed the ball during a Los
Angeles Galaxy practice on a stiflingly hot afternoon at RFK
Stadium, offenng at least some
hope that the 45,000 people who
have bought tickets for Thursday's
game will actually get to see him

ble.
Special teams mainly participated in kickoff return coverage and field goal attempts
from each hash. The Murray State kickers
converted 8-of- I I (73 percent) of their field
goals.
The Racers return to the practice field for
two practices today, the first of six two-adays this preseason. The first practice was
scheduled for 8:15 a.m. at the practice field
this morning, while the second practice will
feature a scrimmage.
The scrimmage will be held inside
Stewart Stadium at 6:45 p.m. This will be the
fan's first chance to check out the new
FieldTurf, which was installed over the summer.
Murray State opens its 83rd season of college football on Aug. 30 at Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium, where they will face the
University of Louisville Cardinals . Kick-off
time is set for 6:30 p.m.

play.
"It's looking up," Beckham said
Wednesday. "I can see the light at
the end of the tunnel, and hopefulget out there playing soon."
ly
Thursday would be a good time
to start, given the sellout crowd
that has been anticipating the
Galaxy's game against D.C.

United, hut Beckham's tender left
ankle will have the last word. The
English star who elevated MLS'
profile to new heights simply by
signing a contract still hasn't
played a MLS game, a frustration
compounded by the fact that he
knows the fans have been let down.
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•Beckham
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From Page 16
•-.1here's obviously going It,
he people who maybe don't
understand. hut its a sports
Beckheun said at a news
Lt mIcrent e that had to he held in
it the stadium's baseball
Kitting cages to accommodate
the media throng.
"I can't really apologite for
being injured because that's Just
the way of lifr in any spills
man's career Its frustrating tot
ItroSell to ROI he out there tin the
pitch. probably more frustrating
than for the people to wait for me
onto the_pitch. II:an doing_
ever)thing possible to get fit.
and that's all I can say"
plays on
If Beckham
Thursday. it will not be for long.
Ile spoke of getting perhaps 10
or 20 minutes as a substitute,
depending on how his ankle
feels after his limited participation an two days of practice
"If its not right. it's tlot
.uric
f1S411-:-- licc Mum
of those imunes that has to he
right for me to play because I
idint want to se myself hack
another five or six weeks just for
20 minutes on the field."
Beckham sprained his ankle
while playing for England in
lime and aggravated the intury
.1 game WA Real Madrid later
that month lie made a I hminute appearance in an exhibition game against English club
Chelsea shortly after joining the
Galaxy in July and has since
missed all three of Ls Angeles'
Superliga games as well as
Sunday's scoreless draw at
forum°
Coach I-rank l'allop said the
I pportune setting for r MIS
J full house in the
debut
nation's capital - would not
influence whether Beckham
plays.
were noi going to put him
lall' p
tint there to IT-Itlitire
said "Wc1I put him out there
when he's tit and WAh to go
Ile's getting close Ake won't
lice him

The Insurance Center of Murra)
Bu%innt•Home•Car•Health •Life
'lour mutt' than one company agem v!"

-83i;

David king

91ll SyCaitiore •270-75i

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT

AmerKarl League Standings
AS Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
69 45 605
Boston
6
63 51 553
Pls'eYotS
57 56 50411 12
Toronto
ey
se
2
4 11/6
:125
70 3
52 6°4
43
lamps
Central DMelon
L Pct GB
W
—
64 50 561
63 50 558 1/2
,
58 55 513 5 1 2
AAD.Ifelev"ndennesota°I1
53 60 48910 1/2
Chicago
14
438
9
Kansas City w.st Di4vta,

division
Greg Cohoon Jimmy Hicks and Robert Billington combined to claim the men's
championship title at the Tiger Classic Golf Tournament

1
4"e"
saland
1
LS.11111.
O
T

L PO GB
W
66 47 584
3
62 49 559
55 60 478 12
,7 1:2
40 416.4301

Wednesdays Gams
Tamps Bay 7 Detroit 1
Seattle 8 13allimore 4
Toronto 15 N V Yankees 4
Minflet9048 11 KanSilli City 4
Chicago While Sox 6 Cleveland 4 13
innings
Oakland 6 Texas 3
Boston 9 L A Angels 6
Thursdays Games
Tampa Bay (Kazmo 8-7) at Detroit
Minnesota (Garza 1.2) at Kansas City
P
2
01 p1m
Davves4-8n) 714
:8°°de"Tha
Seattle tRamirez 6-3) at Baltimore
ID Cabrera 8-11) 6 05 p m
at Chicago While
1)1pm
71
9 0nd,llaffily
isuetde
Cletvela
Sot
Fridays Games
Oakland (Blanton 9-81 at Detroit (Tata

I I!

p title in the
Betty Jo Purdorn, Linda Burgess and Sue Outland captured the championshi
Tournament
women's division c2lire-recent Tiger Classic Golf

Tiger Classic attracts large
support for MHS golf programs
A total of 25 teams in both men's and
women's divisions participated in the inaugural
Tiger Classic Golf Tournament, held recently at
the Murray Country Club
Held as a fund-raising effort to assist the
MUTTay High boys' and girls' golf teams, the
event attracted large support from the surrounding community, and friends and alumni of the
Murray Independent School Dotnct.
Murray High golf coach Justin Scott was
pleased with the success html the tournament

We are so appreciative of the great success
we expenenced from this tournament." he said.
"It was great seeing how the community joined
hands in this endeavor to help our golf team
members."
Scott said all funds raised from the initiative
will be used to support the members of each
respective team. Members both the boys' and
girls' teams were on hand to provide assistance
at the tournament

NY Y
n Pm(Huighes 1-1) at
°5
6akees
Cleveland (Carmona 13-6). 606 pm
Boston illaatsuzaka 13-8) at Baltimore
605m
6-4P) at Kansas City
l
roum
2-4
Tocontrod(IMa
(Becill
(laeche 7-9) 710 pm
Seams Mashburn 8-81 at Chicago
While Sox (Vazquez 9-6), 7 11 pm
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstow 1-7) at Texas
(McCarthy 5-8( 7 35 p m
Minnesota Baker 6-4) at L.A Angels
(Escobar 11-6) 9 05 p m

East Division
L Pct GB
W
64 49 566 —
New fUlk
4
531
53
60
Philadelphia
60 54 528 4 12
Atlanta
52 62 45812 1/2
Florid.
52 62 46612 1/2
Washington
Division
Central
W
L Pcl GS
60 55 522
—
Milwaukee
1
58 55 513
Chicago
468
6
59
52
St LCXXS
12
8
51
447
63
Houston
10
49 64 434
Cincinnati
45 66 40912 12
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
64 51 557
Anzona
61 52 540
2
San Dego
4
522
59 54
Colorado
5
55
58
513
Angeles
Los
45 63 43813 12
San Francisco

Wednesday's Gaines
Colorado 19 Milwaukee 4
Philadelphia 6 Flonda 4
N V Mots 4 Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 1 L A Dodgers 0
Houston 8 Chicago Cubs 2
Si Louts 2 San Diego 1
Anzona 10 Pittsburgh 6
San Francisco 5 Washington 0
Thursday's Games
Atlanta (T Hudson 12-5i at NV Mets
(Maine 12-6) 11 10 a m
L A Dodgers (Tornko 2-9) at Cincinnati
(Durnatrad 0-1) 11 35 a m
Washington IHanrahan 1-0) at San
Francisco (Misch 0-1), 2 35 p m
Florida (Mitre 5-5) at Philadelphia
(Kendnck 5-2), 606 p in
San Diego(Young 9-3) at St Louis
(Piney° 1-2) 7 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 12-5- at Colorado
(Jimenez 1-1) 8 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Snell 7-10) at Anzona
(Davis 8-10) 8 40 p m
Friday's Games
Flonda (Olsen 9-9) at N V Mets
(Lawrence 1-0) 6 10 p m
San Diego (Germano 6-61 at Cincinnati
(Belisle 6-8) 6 10 p m
Atlanta (James 9-8) at Philadelphia
iHarnels 12-5) 6 35 p m
Milwaukee IBuSh 9-8) at Houston
(Jennings 2-7) 7 05 p in
LA Dodgers (Penny 13-3) at St Louis
(Wainwright 10-8) 7 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 8-7) at
Colorado (Cook 8-6) 8 05 p m
Washington (Chico 5-6) at Anzona
(I_ Hernandez 7-7) 8 40 p m
Pittsburgh (Moms 7.7) at San
Francisco iOrtiz 2-2) 9 15 pm

SportsBriefs
IN The annual Murray High School Fall Sports Kickoff event will be
nek1 on Saturday at 7 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium. Tickets for parents
and other aduft guests WM be $3 ar5l4Ce All athletes, coaches, students
and children under school age will be admitted free. Concessions will be
available
The following groups will be recognized The Murray High and
Murray Middle football teams, the MHS boys' and girls' soccer teams,
and the cross country, golf and volleyball teams, as, well as the dance,
swim and MMS softball teams High school and middle school cheerleaders and the MHS band will also be introduced

Last chance for a major •Lady Tigers
TIGER, TEMPERATURES
HOT TOPICS AT
SOUTHERN HILLS

AP
midfielder David
Galaxy
Beckham adjusts his shorts
during a team practice at
RFK Stadium Wednesday in
Galaxy and
Washington
D C United will play in a soccer game tonight before a
sellout crowd of 45.000

TULSA. Okla IAP)-- High
noon at Southern Hills looked
more like J ghost town
Wednesday before a mroir
is
usually
championship
hustling with .K tivity. especially
ChaMplOttlitUp, the
at the
last chance lor players to win a
mapit until the aitaicas bltaim in
aril at Augusta National
particularly quiet at
But
Southern Hills, so quiet you
could almost hear drops of
sweat sirrling on the sidewalk

-My guess is a 101 of guys are
playing practice rounds at 4
4.rn 2' Paul Goy dos said
British Open champion
Padraig Hamngton was among
the brave lie teed off shortly
before noon to play Ili holes as
the temperature climbed toward
100 degrees. and it looked even
hotter with a flame shooting
from the top of a refinery on the
honron An elderly gentleman
approached to say he was from
Ireland. and Harlington looked
toward the blaring sun
"You're a long way from
home.- he said
They are a lung Way from the
gray skies and cold rain of

••• •Cardinals

•••
• .040001

Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
ANNUAL

HOMECOMING
Sunday, August 12
teaturinx

Eternal Vision
Performance will be during
morning worship 10 a.m. until Noon
Potluck dinner immediately
_following services.
Liberty Church is located
on Liberty Rd.
Take 94E to 1346 turn right
on 1346 to Liberty Rd.

Fron Page 1B
Wells t5-131 won for the
111,1 time in four starts, giving
up six hits lie struck out four
and walked none in one of his
hest outings of the season.
lacing Matkitis and pitching in the heat seised as
insentise for Wells. whose I A
liisscs is tied for the most in
the National League lie was
on target a lot more than his
previous start, a 1-2 hiss at
Washington. in which he
walked five
"I was considerably more
efficient, which is a plus."
Wells said "The fact that it's
150 degrees out there doesn't
help but torte the issue "
Wells exited with aC 27
ERA, well down front mid'
June. when he was sent to the
bullpen for a time with a 2- I I
record and ti 93 ERA
"Thais the way he's been
pitching,- manager Tony La
Russa said "He's given us
hunch oil quality starts."
Jason
Isringhausen
allowed runners to reach first
and second with two outs in
the ninth before retiring
Morgan Ensberg for his 22nd
sasc in 24 chances and first
since July 31.
Isringhausen rebounded

Camoustie. where Hiunngton
won three weeks ago.
From Page 1B
Heat figures to be as intimiagain
Marshall
While
dating as anything defending appears to be the region favonte.
champion Tiger Woods might do McCuiston thinks the relatively
at Southern Hills, which has a young Lady Tigers — despite
history of hosting some of the some key personnel losses —
hottest majors. Reuel Goosen, will once again be the Lady
who won the U.S. Open here an Marshals' biggest stumbling
2001, played nine holes and block.
"Most people feel that
went through five bottles of
Murray High is going to chalWater,
for the
Not too many players went lenge Marshall County
McCuiston claimed. "I
more than nine holes, if that region."
think we're going to do very
much.
well. I don't have any doubt that
••1 CALI t imagine anyone prac- we can challenge them for the
ticing a lot.- Chad Campbell title. We have the talent and the
said. "You don't want to wear skills to do that."
yourself out.Murray's talent begins with a
group of six seniors that are
expected to be the leaders of the
squad. The senior class —
atter surrendering three runs
which will fill six of the II start- two earned — in the ninth
ing spots on the field — consists
inning of the Padres' 4-0 vicof midlielders Leshanne Gilson.
tory on Tuesday.
Camcc Taylor and Caitlin
Cameron had two hits for
Nicole
Williams. forward
the Padres, who lost for the
Edison. sweeper Laken Peal and
games
second time in seven
defender Addie Rigsby.
Maddox. 11-5 in eight starts
They are joined by a group of
since June 27, remained stuck
four juniors that includes starton 340 career wins. After the
ing midfielder\ Ali Adams and
four opening hits, the 41 Sydney Smith, starting defender
year-old right-bander faced
Hayley Wright and resets e
only one hatter over the mini Grace Wellinghurst.
MUM and allowed no more
"Most of these girls have
hits the rest of his six -inning
been here for a while and have
st int
had success," said McCuiston.
Maddox (7.9) struck out
"We're going to he looking to
toe and walked none, requirthem for leadership.ing only 72 pitches tic leads
The majority of the Lady
the NI. in walks per nine
Tiger roster is composed of a
innings at 1.4. and has walked
sophomore class of nine, which
is led by projected starters
none in four of his last five
Morgan Graham at goalkeeper
outings covering 29 1-3
innings
and Shelby Johnson at forward
The rest of the class includes
Macklux doubled to lead
Emily Benson, Sara Darnell,
oft the fifth but then ran himSarah Crouch, Carly Mathis.
self out of a scoring opportuLibby
Morgan
Steiner,
nity when he was easily
Trevathan and transfer Knstin
thrown out at third on Brian
Holcomb
Giles' grounder to short.
A sparse freshmen class
guessing that third baseman
includes Sarah Wooten and a
Scott Rolen would field it or
pair of transfers. Shannon
it would he a hit
McClellan and lone Taylor. The
"Bad read, bad read,"
of the roster is filled out by
rest
totally
was
"I
Maddus said
five eighth graders and two sevwrong"
enth graders

V.

"We're going to suit up 18
players." said McCuiston. "We
have several junior-varsity players, and I feel confident about
playing these kids any time. It's
a very talent group ... We plan
on using all 18."
McCuiston expects to have
his full squad available when the
Lady Tigers open their season
on Aug. 14 at home against
Paducah Tilghman.
However, that was hardly the
case when the team began pre
sewn workouts last month. Ni'
less than eight players have
missed practice time with van
ous ailments.
"We've had to overcome a lot
of injuries,- he said -That.,
probably a result of inactivity
over the summer. But I think
they're all healthy now and
ready to go. ... I think they're
out to prove a point."
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Murray Calloway County Hospital is currently
accepting proposals for property, environmental
and earthquake insurance coverage. Interested
parties should contact Brad Bloemer at 270-76214

DIRECTOR OF
ACTIVITIES
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a Director of our Activities
Department. The Director is responsible
for the development, implementation. and
ongoing evaluation of the Activities programs in accordance with State and
Federal guidelines. Also directs the scheduling of individual and group activities.
Director reports to the Administrator.
Interested candidates must have completed the Training program approved by the
State of Tennessee. Two years prior experience required.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

1104 or Gail Arnold at 270-762-1282 no Later than

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tu.org
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For the Memorial Garden of
Si. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 West Main St., Murray
One-ot-a-kind items including original paintings.
ncedlewrxt and woodwork te pnze winning local
artists and crafts people. coupons for vanous services
and meals PLUS, ternfic white elephant items Don't
MS% OU1. come and see, you will not be disappointed.

Nolte
SQUARE fish, no way
Sandra D's, 94E
293-3816
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
persons
Although
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities

male
LOST:
D•chshund
Red/brown color No
collar Last seen on
Airport Rd. 87 $SO
Flouted. 227-1347
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ASSISTANT Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department. Full-time,
non-tenure track position
to
begin
2007
September.
:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field, one year
professional expenence with Oracle, or
Microsoft SQL Server.
or 062 administration.
one year professional
with
experience
ktySOL administration
is required Must have
strong oral and wntten
communication skills,
ability to work as a
member of a team
Responsibilities:
Under direction of the,
Manager, Applications
Deveicipment, support
the institution's &divines related to 'Walla
configuration
lion,
and
maintenance
upgrades of supported
databases
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
make house calls at
no extra charge!
Various Computing Services.
We

When accessing the

"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at

August 28,2007
To
Apply: Send cover letter, resume and three
current letters of proA child needs you'
BeCorile a foster par fessional reference to
Assistant
wit, up to $36/day Chair.
Database
NIKUMFS
Administrator Search
270-443-9004
Committee
BAITTHAVEN
of Applications
Election is currently Development Services
accepting applications and
Support
tor the following posr- Information Systems
bons Cernfied Nursing Murray
State
We offer University, 112 I& 'f
Assistants
competitive wages and Building. &Surrey. KY
an excellent benefit 42071-3347
Women
Dec-kali@ AMIN wiper- and IlliflOrif1011 ere
son at Bnebaven of encouragod to 110P/Y
Benton 2607 Main Murray SW11 Univeniay
641S
Hwy
Street
WI @Wel Oduointon
Benton. KY 42025 end
eirriefoYment
EOE/AAE NO PHONE opportunity 14C43/. AA
CALLS PLEASE
emPloYef

LLS /ALLA Si,

.‘dsertising, Sales Position
Miirra Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-7
Nhirra. k -12071

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, K's' 42071

ACCOUNTING/COMPUTER ASSISTANT
Requirements College degree rn nested field
strong accounting background, strong computer
sbdis me PC Server enveccment expenence with
Windows XP Pro, MS Office-Excel & Word Must
be very detail oriented. serf -starter. Somber 8 able
to work in a fast paced/growing company
Excellent communication skas are required We
offer a competitive wage and benefit package Tr
be considered for this position. please MAIL a
detailed resume in confidence to
Attn: Debbie Woodard
McCartney Produce PO. Box 219
Paris, TN 38242 No phone calls please

FULL TIME NURSE'S AIDE
Prefer CNA or CM A but will train if you
enjoy working with the elderi!, Good
working conditions. Pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern Terrace.
1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

!weds, ca61.11.1111111W

:. • -

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

inurrayledgercorn,

situ will be redirected

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY 135/hr!

1

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

to jobnetwork corn

Call 270-205-9490 or see
www.lestercomputerrepair.eom

By default.
Murray and local lob

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.jz3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

listings will appear on
this website

060

However. as a national

Help lean*,

website, not all listings
are placed through
the Murray Ledger

& Tunes. Please call
US if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
tub listings Thank you

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be }List the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENJOY
Foster
Parenting,
reward
yourself by making a
difference. Call
1-866-30-NECCO
ENTHUSIASTIC personable
chairside
assistant for orthodontic office. Travel to
Murray, Mayfield. and
Paducah.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-V, Murray, KY
42071.

SEEKING part time or
full time receptionist fo
busy spa. Great environment. Send resume
to
WellSprings
Institute, 2341 New
Holt Rd., Paducah, KY
42001, Attention: Rose
UNIVERSITY
Motor
seeking
Company
motivated, responsible,
career oriented fl&
SIN sales person. Also
seeking
part time
detaiUcleanup person.
Apply in person 800
Chestnut St., Murray,
KY. Ask for Steve
Brooker
090
Dildeare
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

1

1121
Wentle Buy

Sat., Aug. 11•1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Sun., Aug. 12•12 Noon - 2 p.m.

1111
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on the jobnetwork.com

noel

Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
r column inch extra for Monda (51so • • in. Guide)
I
\ 1,,
1 1
$8.25 First Day -20 words or less

68.25 Column Inch, 60'1 Discount 2nd

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Lots For Sale
Lots For Bent
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Ranee For Sele
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ENTRY Level and
Experienced Painters
Wanted.
Excellent
Career
Opportunity, Good Pay.
Family
Health
Insurance Coverage.
Retirement
Plan.
and
Skills
Safety
Training Provided
Work Opportunities in
KY & TN. For Interview
Call (615)255-7863
Or (270)441-7697
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daffy 7 days a week
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS Of
*AWL1888174101B&COm
NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
Several new positions
available. Earn 57-516
per hour. No selling.
Training provided If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call
759-4958
NOW hiring full time
cosmetologist
Or
esthetician for well
established spa Great
benefits
including
health insurance and
401k Send resume to
WeliSpnngs Institute,
2341 New Hoff Rd.
Paducah, KY 42001,
Attention Rose
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 121h
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
time position
available in medical
office 3-4 days per
week. No weekends
Please send resume
with references to PO
Box 463, Murray, KY
42071.

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks.
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs.
campers motorhomes,

Articles
For Sale
HEARTWORKS
Will create custom
scrapbooks for $8,00 a
page plus cost of supplies Also will knit
baby blankets,
scarves, ponchos. and
other items to order
759-5531 or 978-0747

Calloway Count
ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
MOVING Sale, Great
Deals!
17' Grumman canoe. 2
refngerators, both with
ice maker, 4 custom
made
Adirondack
chairs, Sunfish sailboat. 436-5367
REX'S worm farms has
wax worms year round
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
Murray-KY 42071
(270)436-2189
•SOUD Walnut desk.
Has compartment for
typewriter on right side.
made in 1957. excellent condition
$150.00 OBO. Can be
seen at 1501 London
Dr. Murray. 753-6791
.,,)
classifieds a.

OWNER Serious.
Pnce reduced
from mid-stales to
below forty.
8 tenths of an acre, 2
mobile homes,
and large garage building in "Crossland"
Olive Branch Auction &
Realty
Call Mike Conley
270.293.3232"
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 28A $5,000
clown $645 month. 1
acre. 72 Sundance
753-1011

1998 Clayton mobile
home, 313R, 28A, 200
amp. ex-cond., must be
moved. Kirksey, KY
$18,000.
270-293-7090
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 28A, extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS( Zero downl Your
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15
REDUCED' '97 28x70
3BR 2BA Must sell
$29,500
270-527-6604

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray,
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used arpetmg. 753-4109
55 5 \ I 10 ERN
.1 \ CARS
pit pick-up
•Pr
as:Malan
*Hest price%

IKIVI

kids@
For Sub
Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person.
lots of lets, digital.
oscillator, water fall.
cover, retail $7,300.
must sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
07

2ND level sideXside
bunal plots, Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
$9.495
(731)2473319. (270)762-0190
work, ask for Barbara
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses, 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 btue $150
each. 270-492-8614
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection. Greet
Prices' 753-0530

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

LARGE 3BR furnished.
C/H/A, utilities paid.
2BA, washer/dryer. 1
year lease. No pets.
References required.
1606 Miller. 270-5192699
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
7534221
MCSR Holding condominiums. Please
call 767-9948.

NON-SMOKING 1BR

buy: 2BR 2BA 1997 unfumished apt., water
AMANA side-by-side
refrigerator with wale
&
ice
dispenser
Almond color. Like
new. 759-4336 after
5PM or leave message
washer,
KENMORE
Whirlpool dryer. Mute,
runs great. $50 each
436-2799
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES
WARD-EUKINS

On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
WASHER & Dryer.
5225-5250 753-4109

75.1-5F110
THE Story of Calloway
County
1822-1976
Published by Murray
Democrat Publishing
Company Written by
Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings (270)3002280. (270)360-1084

2BR townhome 1.5BA,
appliances including
washer and dryer, 2 car
garage. $695 rent plus
deposit, 1 year lease,
no pets. 293-3904
1401 Diuguid Dr.

NICE 2BR duplex, carport, no pets. 2273054 753-7457

hones For Rini
RENT with option to

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

2BR near MSU, C/H/A
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

EXTREMELY nice
2BR. 2BA apt. spacious living & kitchen
area, located in a great
neighborhood. If interested call 227-5452

1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts e66.
(270)978-0723

trailers almost anything 270-970-1010

PART

PT custodian position
Flexible
available
hours Make inquiries
send resume First
Presbyterian Church,
1601 Main St.. Murray.
KY 42071
270-753-6480

320
Avertmonts For Rant

150

Home Furnishings
French
BEAUT.
Country Hutch. Solid
pine rned shade DR
table w/2 x-tra leaves &
6 chairs, LR couch &
mtch. chair 753-9381
BENCHCRAFT sofa
and love seat Blue,
beige & burgundy.
condition.
Excellent
$300 OBO. Navy
recliner. $40 753-0621
KITCHEN/DINING
room set. Feat
w/6-chairs. Has ceramic slate tile top, very
condition.
good
$12500
(731)247-5416

1601D Yanmar tractor
364 hours 5' Yanmar
rotary tiller, 4' box
blade. 6' Rhino finish
TOWOr 270-753-7376
IRRIGATION system
EasyRain, 1,000 ft 4'
pipe, new pump. complete system, ready to
go. 54.800. 293-9886

16470 mobile home
with 3 lots. Newer
appliances and washer
&
dryer.
Garage,
greenhouse,
new
porch. fresh paint. 2
minutes from lake and
resorts. $450 month.
270-436-6367

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320

Apetnents For Rini
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.

paid, available now. no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today?
7534668.

1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, all appliances furnished,
University
Heights Subdivision.
No pets. Deposit.
S325/rtionth. 753-4937
or 753-1951

VERY Close to MSUI
Affordable one bedroom apartment Ind
basic kitchen appliances and covered
picnic area Starting
S295/mo 227-4654

1BR. various locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances.
area 293-6968

2. 3 & 4BR houses
Lease
deposit
&
required 753-4109

2BR duplex, nice,
Chi/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9896

ille

mos For Rent

2BR 1 SBA, C/H/A
Garbage pick-up, water
& appliances furnished
References, no pets
lease
$425
plus
deposit. 753-1059
2BR IBA, $395 plus
deposit 978-0742

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAN
*All Size Units

56-a.'440w How
Climate Control

753.3813
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ESTATE AUCTION

OPEN HOUSE

GARAGE SALE IN
CANTERBURY

Sunday, August 12•2:00 PM-4:00 PM
1007 Poplar St.,
Murray

1523 Beckett Dr.
Sat., Aug. 11 • 7AM-2PM

Elegant Tudor Estate on large corner lot w/5 BR, 3 FP, 2 BA. French
doors, hardwood floors, eat-in
kitchen. sunroom, huge patio
Close to school and hospital

nice trendy clothing (all SeaSOnS) - juniOrs
(3-5), young men (S-M), Oda (6-10), boys
(14-16), men (1.- XL) Miscellaneous household items, home decor fabrics. crafts
Sports cards and collectibles Toys bikes,

270-759-4520 or 227-5600

games, puzzleS, etc

YARD SALE
154 McDougal Dr., 4 miles
east of Murray on Hwy 104.
Sat., Aug. 11 • 7AM-2PM

1358 Watson Rd.. 3 BR. 2.5 BA.
1780 Sy Ft. 15 Ac:Te Farm'
$155,000 • MI_S*40416

iishes men s & ladies clothes

YARD SALE

Sat., Aug 11th 7-2

Nr Alba

591 VI i.s%

Yore Sale

TI

480

CARPORT

barstools corner
shelves books
households, girls
clothing size 12-16
men s and women
clothing fishing
poles toys, kid
crafts lots of misr

1406 Johnson

SALE
3055
Butterworth
Rd
Fri &

Lots of baby
stuff & kids
clothes

tools infant adult
clothing toys fur
niture househok1
decor items

YARD SALE
1 452

Fri.,
Aug. 10th
7:00-2:00
Name brand
clothes.
household
items

270-293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside demob, control
storage
•Securey alarmed
-*Safe I clean
*We eel boxes'
We rent U-Hauts
9800

SALE or team hior
traffic location Gre.i•
viabty Hwy 1541N in
Murray Bottling I
0,130 so # Building
t 440 so ft Ideal ft,
retar1 wore. restaurant.
hotel, mini-mei 270
976-0402

YARD SALE
1631
Catalina Or,
Saturday
8-3pm
F umilure. Art
L iectronmos. Moms
Baby awns. Dols.
Holiday awns.
Houten:el China
Crystal Ciaasses
Candies CornPuKsr
E quipmeint and
Games Books
• eptiooking supphes

MOVING
SALE
190 Covey Ln.
Thursday,
Friday &

I

I loseles

DOG Obeckencre
436-2166
e
FFUALE
Risgseksrad fawn w
black markings. 815e
489-2474

f'REEla
reds. 6 evoke cad.
(27012274872

04,41,Kr- -puppies
MC CKC dew dews
shots
removed
a
male
wormed
Osman 6306- $150
270261.0310 altar 11
Nd
p.
/41/1111111sas

7AM-T
Huge
Yard Salo
F rt Tam-1
Sat Tam-11
2210 Carol
[Wive

ftwor

DEAL FELL THRU1
LAKEFRONT
1• AC • 1171,410
Deal tel Ifni due to
bad credit' Opportuney
to own fabulous lake
front on primmer mew
atonal take in KY Was
$64 KO Excellent
onanang Call now
615-515-5550. x 1409

TV s sofa
suespor Twin bed.
Christmas deco.
lots of ladies XL..
Men• XL.
Joan. 36.311 10:32
snows. bedding.
orciuree

YARD SALE
501
Nipaie Trail
off of 121S
Fri & Set
7AM-IIPM

tamp

Christmas alms
picture frames

Meg

ilif•P•filfife
41,

I

164N/e
Priced right for
home or rental
properly in the
low MI's.
NM. Aug 11411.
K-.1111%\1 1:9411'\11

BEAUTIFUL 4119 Brick
Home 3 5 ago Hugs
Franey Room, Formal
Living & Dining Rooms
Beautiful
SUnt001n
crow,, Molding
&
Hartfaiixid Roors, concrete drive study has
brick fireplace se gas
logs Located east of
downtown toward KY
Lake Owner has putchasisd home in another Slate anda ready to
mow, Contact Moody
Realty Co 1-800-6425039 Ask log Tommy
Moody MIS/ 50696

FOR sale by owner or
rent reopt to buy
Lowry 1000 set It 2
bedroom Dna house in
The country. tem down
on
acme
16
payment 1736 mord)
R. rent Priced al $1364
Beckusburg
489-2994.
Korteey
270270-376-2154
1270)631-0419
816-4046

10 296 acres Weer
Owner
Calloway
489 2116.
financing
SOW euisomps

furrOuni. lots

asiste-sar

ssi

10 acres
APPROX
wolder house and
on
hprnilo
mobile
Shoemaker Road near
Aurora Mosey road
frontage $73,000
270-3546761

Saturday

Piep. Fit
OFFICE or rot* poop
available Pnme location 753 2905 2931480

()t•t•A 114
110 ASH

1607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled.
redecorated. nice lot.
502 S. 6th
trees, excellent locaFri 8-6
tion. completely updated. many modern
Sat 7-1
'mantes. 2811 2-8A.
Plus size
master with whirlpoolwalk-in shower LR
women's
sunroorn w/bay win
clothing,
dows. great room • nice
men's
FP gas-logs, French
clothing,
doors to deck up
rTlISC
dated kitchen and dining area, moo almond
cabinets & appliances,
new roof 8 covered
IOW
guava. CAVA Mute
MO to appreciate.
AS Reid Estelle IOW
wed tn the newelpailair (270)7534029
s subaki to Use
1625 College Farm
Federal Fair Housing 36R 28A (remodeled).
Act of 1968 as amend- sally vnth tart floors
ed. which makers 11 isFormal dining, hard
gal to advertise any
wood floors new roof.
Preference kmitation, new garage door. new
or easicriminabon bawd
gas logs C/H/A. 3
On race, Color, rocks%
old
years
sok, or national origin. Owner , Realtor
or air reonoon to maks $114,900 (270)293any such preference.
1400
limitation, or discrimi1710
Magnolia Davit
newspaper
This
nation
knowingly 4-BR 3-BA Lf4 DR
not
will
eat-in kitchen reeveaccept any advertising
&bon room Wrie main
for real estate which is
toned 227 5414
in valabon of the law
Our reesclacs are hereby
313F1 28A charmer on
all
paw 5 Mlles out
that
informed
dwellings eliVettSlid In
Landscaped manufacthis newspaper are
tured home with car'Wade on an equal
port Perrnanenlly set
oppOrturilly been •
on 7 act., well NOM
pond and 2 oulbuidBuy
to
WANT
Inge Room for horses
Commerciaumadical
andror garden Priced
burbling Prefer con
to soli Cali kir appointtract for deed
ment Day 227.1034 or
618-531-1111
evenings
227-103.3
435-4492

)
Frl. & Sat.• 7AM-'

270-436-5496

-*OWNER
FINANCING•••
405 S 591 St 3811
IBA
$3,000 down.
5450 month 753-2222

YARD
SALE

Blvd

Now renting
LAaledi 11 i 4rhSI

Sat

6am-12pm

Airport Rd.

-

2003 Kawasaki Vulcar
750. Excellent condition
4.600
miles.
$3,500 270-365-0122,
270-436-2824
Awn Pon

HAZEL 2BR $300
month rent plus depose
and lease 492 8526

MURRAY Store and
Lock presetritty Ms
units available 7532905o1 753-7536

REALT1 (270)753-1900

1203 Melrose
Sat.• 7:30AM-?

MULTIPLE
FAMILY
YARD SALE

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORACE

03 Kawasaki KX125
dirt bike Looks great
,uns excellent $1.600
060.(731)336-5779

LARGE
YARD SALE

48F1 clean. large yard
with view of KY Lake I
war lease $600 4365321

110(.1.F.SS
st 1 I-SI Int ‘1.1

•

ell Road
Sat....2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
1900 N 12th St. Suite 1
te.21
Murray. KY 42071

140

AM Warehousing
Near MSU 1120-50
751.76641

753-3500

16

Porcelain Dolls. comforters
Dining table & 6 chairs for $66.00

f.t
F•L---

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET

- 44111.114111111

Will have a set Of angel lamps.
Angels, Eagles, Indian figures.

3814.• 2 bath home on
Lake with private dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5258

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

OPEN HOUSE

94 onto 497 & follow signs
Fri., Aug 113th 7-4:30

38R, 1-1/28A house 4
mi west of town Large
yard quiet neighbor
•
hood
S650,mo
deposit References
No pets 436 5827

Iv'
le 14 ss.L r ti %(pro
ertymalseni.com
trot-1,1-11010E

Call Bonnie Byerly with
Cornerstone Realty & Rental LL('
(761-SELL)for more information
on these properties.

286 Wesley Dr.
located off 94 East, turn off

IBA house CM,A
washer/dryer, new ur,
versrty 1. 2BR apt,
753-1252. 753-0606

1\1 \111 II \t I
Ill hi RI I II I!

4828 Hwy 121 North. 3 BR. 2 BA".
1510 Sg.F1. Great Hardwood Floors'
$114,voo • MISS 40459

mirrors RadiO. Canon copier. TV stereo

1

FSI30 Gatesborough
4811 3BA in.
ground pool
1250,000 293-2418

668 Green Plain Rd.. 3 BR. I BA
1331J Sq Ii . Completely Rernixkled'
$79.900• MLS #40456

girls twin bed. Customized bedding. rhatChing curtains girls size 8 clothing - Limited
Too, etc 2001 Silvered° - factory bumper,

For nova

For Solo

-

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

At the home of the late Mr. & Mrs. James Henderson
1542 Mockingbird Dr., Murray, KY
lake 641 South to Spring Creek Oaks, follow Tabard to
'slur-kingbird Dr. or take South lath Street to Canterbury, follow
Canterbury to Tabard. See auction signs.

.1ti1111 111
Nlitchell Bros.

Paving
%PA, xprm t,•

759-0501
753-15.17

Cornerstone Realty & Rental
Featured Listings!

Saturday, August 11, 2007•10 a.m.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-6726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

"IRA'IS
ASPHAI:1

Like new leather couch - drop leaf coffee table - spindle back rocker (2)upholstery chairs- RCA color t.v. & VCR - floor lamp - small table
- corner cupboard - sofa & loveseat - nice lamp table - odd old chairs
- table lamps' magazine rack - maple table & chairs - bar stool Landes clock - nice pictures - drop leaf cutting table - small 5 drawer

Posing. %cake:111w.:
& I Lotting
0[1%1 IR•161.,
270-753-1 179
BAC1CHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
optic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring .Decks
•Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270978-2111
Licensed/Insured

1986 Dodge Ram 4
cyl . 5 speed 4 WO
$1,500 492-8844

BOAT 3 motors. $250
753-6012
MUST sea. 1986 Laser
19 pleasure boat vett
1989 115HP engine
$1.400 080 753-0324

The Late Herbert & Erna Henry Estate
Saturday August 11th, 2007 @ 10:00 AM

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs
decks
293-5438

FREE
Sete,Metal Mo.*rs & Tdie,s
;arm
Pit - Car lie,'..

270-227-2664
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured,
489-2639.

Call 753-181h
Of r27-0611
TOUR AD
COULD DE
MERE FOR
ONLY 475.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1914

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting concrete carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731.2475359 or Cell 731-23.:
5933
HAVE mop will travel
is now et 78 Peyton
Lane. Alm and the
new phone numoor
873-8186 Usted
uncierTabotha DeVnes
HOUSE wash special
$8900 up to 1.500 so
ft Sidewalk included
Luc & Insured
(270)978-1772

Tobacco farmers
Irrigation serviem
available
Call
(270)293-7109

MES JOBS

753--1.44• 227-5644

2
167 iaini
436-2
Professional Tree
Service Corm:tete tree
removal. etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages. gullets.
Ma /I Wee work
A-1 Joe's Haver
repair pack-up. Molywy 436-2017
A-1 Sturm Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
Al Was of carpentry
eddlions, decks
Moult/v dean im junk
Garage. yards,
buildings
Proem& depenclabiFree mernales
35 yrs eimerlenoe
Anytime 733-9210

LOCIROrt: 141 John Crain Circle, New Concord, KY. Front Murray Take
Hwy. 121 South 13 1 Miles Turn Left Onto Cypress Trail Go 1 6 Miles Turn Left
Onto Kline Trail Go 0.9 Miles Turn Left Onto Myrtle Road Go 0.2 Miles Turn
Left On John Crain Circle Proceed 0.1 Miles To Auction Site Signs Posted!

''THE CYPRESS SPRINGS COMMUNITY"

2 BDRIM. 2 BATH
MOBILE HOME
Seteksted 0.6,4 lice(
Si44 Naas(
iammt4c4Aed Zee
CLHE TO 1101110171.110,Olt1111111111111111t. -

MK /11 Mtn

REAL ESTATE: 1 995 Fleetwood 16' x 75' Single Wide Mobile Home Featunng 2
Spacious Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths. living Room. Kitchen in Abundance Of Cabinet
Space The Mobile Home Also Features Central Heat & Air And Comes Furnished
iv A Refrigerator, Stove 8 Dishwasher Exterior Features Include Both A Front And
Back Deck And A Storage Area Attached To The Back Of The Mobile Home Home
Has Its Own Well 8 Septic And Is Lccated On Lot 37 & Lor 386 In Unn 4 01 The
Smithwood Development
FABULOUS RECREATIONAL HONE SURROUNDED ITV
PEACEFUL SETTINGS!! CLOSE TO BOAT RAMP ACCESS!!

AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
Call Harris Real Estate & Auction For A Private Viewing!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: Jvww.harrisauctims.c.rn

II RRLSHPATZE
isotrisryonalAuctocirwers'
A I vilpt in Land
8855 M. M.45IMMO• Mayllell, KY 42016
(270)247-7263•800 380 4318
IL r,
• TF 14637
1/10N se• Olnasesr. wionstiarrisamtions.com

SEEM

30
Serape 011eed
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
then own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are beloved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Taws. nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibilno whatsoever for thee
activities

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

TRENCHING
731-782-3051
731-336-5268

id:14
Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
•Cuslorn planting
*Soil testing
vlorung and Fertilizing

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
INTu

HileddIng area Design
and Construction
•Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/csays
496-8950levenings

Hill lasetric
Since 1986
24 Nese eineme
Ite. Oen & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All sills.. hig or small

0/Auction

REAL ESTATE TERMS '5', Down Dry Ot Sae Balance r. 33 Days A !3 BuwPremium WS Be Added To The rinal Bid Pnce And included In The Contract Pnce

Attention

•
(AM
LAWN SIERVIC
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landit aping
Foatnlatlhget gu•tantred

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences
etc 1270/527-7176

2000 Alen) 127.xs•
miles, new toyo kres,
cold au, very dependable 63.950 .080.
759-5410
1996 coo Metro
71,000 miles $1.000
Call(270)970-7003

Vot responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays'

S WAS II
'
iiALL
MANAGE:MI %I

Wad Cars

225 welder - lawn chairs - fishing items - carpenter tools - fluorescent
lights - push lawn mower - 8' folding table - hand & yard:tools - aluminum ball float and much more.

C1117011 0411002191
128 blade
cleanng, fence rows
ffiderbrushing. ponds
watenvays
19 yrs, OVE100009
Grog Renfro*
276-2934371'

UMW Vehicles
02 Honda Passport
LX. 2wd. leather, sunroof, new tires, power
windows and locks,
cruise, till, 6-CD player. 109.000mi
$10.500 293-5519/day
496-8950

chest - nice gun cabinet with storage at bottom - 131 31 day mantel
clocks - nice sofa table - replica of old wall telephone - 4 pc.
Thomasville bedroom suite. yueen bed, chest & vanity - Windsor type
rocker - Zippo lighters, some till in boxes- sewing items - 4 pc king
bedroom suite - silver items - hassock - nice set of Oneida stainless
flatware - auto. washer 8c dryer - Corningware - set of Lenox dinnerware - pink bowl - vegetable bowls - stem glasses - set of Noritake
china - tea pitchers - cookie jar - large Kitchenaid mixer - old camera
- pocket knives - costume jewelry - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - Wagner skillet - other cast iron pieces - T. Fal pots & pans microwave • large lot of linens - nice bedspread with shams - golf
clubs - gas grill - hose reel - nice old ox yoke - leaf blower - Lincoln

NEED HELP?
Kutch man Seri ices.
All rn
No jobrn
ktZi.
eli
Free milkman,

(731)247-3001
(731)343-3511
PURCHASE Area
Nypremee
Loam Heleamon
ROOM.PTS0 and
Anxiety
(270)436-5927
SNOWS Alternator A
Semler Sawn
Repair. rebuild - reesonatiM prices Call
654
731-642-8939
Hobby Rd Peels, TN
10242

WHITE
CONSTRUCTION
*enduing In poemi
concrete baseman
Luc med A lamed

519-2713

I Lee's Carpet Cleaning

FREE cat 5 year old
male. WM by former
renters. Fixed, shots
vet checked. Call
293-0025
FREE
JVC
large
Needs
screen TV
repair Interior door
*hardware 436-2799

August Special!!!
40664?

5 areas cleaned and

Mr's-1w

deodorized
$

1 1 9.00!

Kisses show se gam al dewing.
lreinily Owned and Oporsiod
Serveg Calloway county For 36 Yriere

(270)753-5827

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

COMI6/ FEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

sea

LookingBack
10 years ago
United States Senator Wendell
has
Ford
announced
that
$1,4254.548 in Community Onented Policing Services (('OPS)
grants have been made for II
Kentucky cities including Murray.
Mr. and Mrs Willard L. Thweatt
were married for 61 years Aug.

f.1 bit
urs
wer
itel

PC.
rPe
trig
ess
ierake
era
pliolf
oln
:ent
alu-

Births reported include a girl
to Tanya and Brandon Ringo and
a girl to April and John Edwards,
Aug. 5..

20 years ago
John Ed Johnson of Murray
and Keith Pardue of Almo, both
employed by the Land Between
the Lakes, have been presented Tennessee Valley Authonty bronze
awards for outstanding professional accomplishments and community service.
Published is a picture of area
farmers gathered at Murray State
University for the first Biennial
Agricultural Field Day. The photo
was by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Eli M. Alexander, assistant
Supenntendent and director of pupil
personnel for the Murray Independent Board of Education, died
Aug. 7 at Baptist Memorial Hospital. Memphis. Tenn.

30 years ago
Receiving degrees at the summer commencement ceremonies at
Murray State University were 458
Students. Dr. John M. Bartholomy,
president of Drury College, Springfield, Mo., was the speaker.
Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox, president
and general manager of Radio Station WNBS. traced the history of
Southern Harmony Singing at a
meeting of the Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association held
at the Ellis Community Center.
Births reported include a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. Kent Forrester,
July 30.

40 years ago
Another

rain

storm hit Murray and Cidloway
County last night. John Ed Scott.
official local government weather
observer, said 1.4 inches of rain
had fallen in the past 24 hours
at the reading taken at 7:3() this
morning.
Two teachers of Calloway County, Mac Coleman at East Elementary and Suzanne Schroader at
North Elementary, attended a Conservation Workshop at Murray State
University July I9-Aug. 4.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Jones.
July 22.

50 years ago
A new industry, Harper &
Underhill Manufacturing Inc., has
located in Murray. Officials said
it would employ 17 employees.
Edward T. Curd of New Concord was awarded a $100 fellowship for participating in a summer seminar in mathematics at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Prof. Thomas Hogancarnp,
member of Murray Rotary Club,
and head of the business department at Murray State ('ollege.
spoke about "Buyer-Seller Relauons" at a meeting of the Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced
by Way Ion Rayburn.

60 years ago
Lillian Hollowell. president of
Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women,
and Maine Sue Trousdale, member of the Murray Branch, are
attending the Conference of International Federation of University
Women being conducted in Toronto, Canada.
Rain forced the Calloway County Horse Show to postpone the
first night on Aug. 7. but it continued on Aug. 8 and 9, according to .Jim Moore. manager. The
show is being sponsored by Murray Merchants.
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Today is Thursday. Aug. 9, the
221st day of 2007. There are 144
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 9, 1945. three days
after the atomic bombing of
Hiroshima. Japan, the United States
exploded a nuclear device over
Nagasaki, killing an estimated
74,000 people.
On this date:
In 1842, the U.S. and Canada
resolved a border dispute by signing the Webster-Ashburton Treaty.

In 1902, Edward VII was
crowned king of England following the death of his mother, Queen
Victoria.
In 1930, a forerunner of the
cartoon character Betty Boop made
her debut in Max Fleischer's animated short "Dizzy Dishes."
In 1936, Jesse Owens won his
fourth gold medal at the -Berlin
Olympics as the U.S. took first
place in the 400-meter relay.
In 1974, President Richard
Nixon's resignation took effect.

Thursday, August 9, 2007 • 5B

Treat varicose veins
before they worsen

Fourteen years of silence
ends with just one word
DEAR ABBY: Fourteen
years ago, when my daughter
was 4, my older sister, "Jennifer,' was visiting. She was
conversing with people at my
dinner table,
and my 4year -old
daughter
was seated
next to her.
Jennifer was
swearing
using
and
vulgar language.
(When I was
younger, we
By Abigail
could never
Van Buren
say
even
"jeez" in front of Jennifer's
children.)
My daughter tapped her on
the shoulder and said, "Aunt
Jenny, you shouldn't be saying words like that in front
of me." My sister turned to
her and said, *Listen, you little s---. You can't tell me what
to say and not to say!" I
haven't spoken to Jennifer much
since that evening. She sent
me a T-shirt soon afterward
that said, "Get over it!"
Well, 14 years later, I still
haven't. She never apologized
to me or my daughter. My
niece (Jennifer's daughter)
thinks we should talk. I can't
imagine anything I could have
done in my younger years to
have her retaliate in such a
way. My niece says I should
just let it go. Help! It still
bothers me. -- SUE IN
OXFORD, CONN.

DEAR SUE: Your sister
should have apologized, but
obviously she wasn't big
enough to do it. What happened 14 years ago was
extremely regrettable. However, enough water has flowed
under the bridge since then to
have washed away your sister's sins. I agree with your
niece. It's time to let bygones
be bygones. However, when
your sister is under your roof,
never give her anything stronger
than apple juice.

DEAR ABBY: My life has
been a roller coaster. I am 27,
have three lovely kids and am
in my fourth marriage. I have
finally found my soul mate.
However, our relationship is
rocky.
I love this man with all my
heart, but we do not have what
I consider a true marriage. We
have our own money, pay our
own bills and live our own lives.
How can a marriage work like
that? We have our ups and
downs just like everyone else.
One of our arguments recently became heated, and I don't
know how to let it go and
move on.
Will my marriage work? I
am desperate! This is my fourth,
and I really want it to work.
What can I do? -- ON A
IN
COASTER
ROLLER
PARIS, TEXAS
DEAR ON A ROLLER
COASTER: Ask your husband
if he also wants the marriage
to work -- because if the answer
is yes, you both have a lot of
work ahead of you. Your relationship sounds more like a
partnership than a marriage.
Vice President Gerald R. Ford
And if the argument you menbecame the nation's 38th chief
tioned escalated into a physiexecutive.
cal altercation, there are seriIn 1982, a federal judge in
anger issues to consider.
Washington ordered John W. ous
If your husband is willing,
Hinckley Jr.. who had been acquitthe two of you should start
ted of shooting President Ronald
talking with a licensed marReagan and three others by reason of insanity, committed to a
riage and family counselor as
.mental hospital.
soon as possible. If he's not,
In 1995, Jerry Garcia, lead
then consult one alone, because
singer of the Grateful Dead, died
you may have married the
in San Francisco of a heart attack
man four times.
same
at age 53.

)
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ANY WAY TO JUST
CAST-FOQWARO '70

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am
a 72-year-old male and have
just noticed the beginnings of
varicose veins on both sides
of my right leg below the
knee. Is there anything that
can be done to halt (or even
reverse)
their
progress and
spread? And
will varicose
veins contribute to or
cause other
health problems, such
high
as
blood pressure, poor
By
Dr. Peter Gott circulation,
etc.?
I am reasonably healthy for
an old guy, so it kind of disappoints me to see these ugly
blue scrawly things beginning
to form on my leg. If there
is a preventive course of action
you can recommend, it will
be very much appreciated.
DEAR READER: Varicose
veins are worsened by gravity. Therefore, I suggest the
following:
— Purchase elastic stockings
and wear them during the day.
These stockings will compress
your leg veins, counteract gravity and markedly improve the
venous outflow.
— Avoid prolonged standing.
— Elevate your legs when
possible, such as when you
are reading or watching television.
— Remain active.
— Follow up with your
doctor, because a more aggressive approach might be necessary in the future.
As a general rule, varicose

MAW

veins are unsightly but are not
associated with significant
health issues.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Blood — Donations and Disorders." Other readers who
would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GO1T: I have
an occasional episode that has
mystified my doctors. It begins
as a pain in my neck on the
right side, and I then begin
to become very tired. Then
everything becomes very bright
and colors fade out. At this
point, I am really exhausted
and need to stop whatever I'm
doing. When I have been able
to check my blood pressure,
it is usually in the range of
90/60 and my pulse is about
110. My normal blood pressure is about 130/80 and pulse
about 60. I've had a carotid
test and, although slightly
blocked, it appears basically
normal. This has happened
about four to five times in the
past 12 months. I am 72. I
would appreciate your thoughts.
DEAR READER: I suspect the pain and fatigue you
suffer in "episodes" is caused
by inadequate circulation to
your brain that is caused by
low blood pressure. I'd choose
to focus first on your heart
and circulation. You need a
stress test and a cardiac workup. Address this problem with
your primary care physician,
who may arrange for you to
see a cardiologist. Your symptoms should not be ignored.
Let me know the outcome.

ContractBridge

DEAR ABBY: I am curious about why so many people exaggerate their height. A
lot of movie actors and professional athletes do this. They
all say they are taller than
they actually are. What gives?
-- DAN IN PERTH AMBOY,
N.J.
DEAR DAN: They mistakenly associate height with masculinity, and therefore sex
appeal. Of course, the true
measure of a man is from his
eyebrows up, and sex appeal
is based far more upon what's
between the ears than on the
tape measure.

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•KQ43
'762
•K J 8
4Q 6 5
EAST
WEST
•8
•A 6
K 10 5 3
1111 Q.1 9 4
* Q 964 3
•10 7 5 2
4..1 10 2
4A 9 7

THE ROAS'

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

SOUTH
•1 10 9 7 5 2

V A8
•A
•K 843
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
4
Pass
3•
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
A declarer Is obliged, both for
himself and his long-suffering partner, to seek a line of play that might
allow him to succeed rather than
adopt a course that will surely fail.
Ibis means declarer must think at the
outset rather than play impulsively.
That is, after all, what the game is all
about.
Take this case where West led a
heart against South's four-spade contract. Declarer won with the ace and
followed the line of least resistance
by cashing the ace of diamonds and
then leading a spade toward dummy.
1 le was hoping that whoever had the

ace would riot take this trick, in
which case he could next discard his
heart loser on dummy's king of diamonds. After that, the most he could
lose would be two club tricks.
This, of coarse, was nothing more
than wishful thinking, and West
would have no part in it. When the
spade was led, West rose with the
ace, cashed the jack of hearts and
played a third heart, ruffed by
declarer. South still had to lose tWo
club tricks, and so went down one.
Declarer had the right Idea about
trying to get to dummy to discard a
heart, but he chose the wrong
approach. had he tried leading a low
club toward dummy at trick three
rather than a low spade, he would
have gotten home safely. This may
look like the same play, hut there is a
huge difference. If West has the ace
of clubs — basically a 50 percent
chance -- he finds himself in a hopeless position.
What cam West do? If he plays
low, declarer wins with dtunmy's
queen, discards his heart loser and
eventually loses two club tricks and
the trump ace. And if West rises with
the club ace and takes his heart trick,
South winds up losing only one club
instead of two.
The recommended play offers
declarer essentially a 50-50 chance
to make the contract. In anybody's
book, that's a lot better than no
chance at all.

Crosswords
ACROSS

43 California winery
46 Mass-transit

IFCIFt BETTER car VV C3Ft S.E

I

5 Robins beaks
AMR ALL Telib
TINE.

on

Ceremonial tire

9 Itch
12 Thoroughfare
13 Oil exporter
14 Through
15 Felt grateful
16 'Nautilus
skipper
17 Unit of energy
18 As. on the Seine
20 Camel halts
22 Antique brooch
25 Family man
27 Tellers stack
28 Lot of bolls
29 Listen carefully
33 German name

Part
34
35
36
38

)
GAIRFIEL.1:3(',
VERY WELL.,
THANK YOU

P'IEAINILETSOD

Put out of sight
- -Magoon
Winds down
Unser and Gore

39 Coffee

— Labovotr

40 Intends
42 Wet thoroughly

vehicle
47 Sorority letter
48 - -- pretty
sight
51 Is grief-stricken
55 Atom fragment
56 Orchid-like
blossom
57 Hotcakes
acronym
58 Do batik
59 Manage

somehow
60 Sluggish
DOWN

1 Ski lodge
instructor
2 Zippy s word
3 Funny
Charlotte 4 Whirlpools

5 Largest digit
6 Umbrage
7 Comic-boos
thud

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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8 Meddle
9 Montand of
the movies
10 Blarney Stone
locale
11 Badgers

19 Cry of surprise
21 Murmur
91 content
22 &TIEN bey
23 Soon
24 Retch up
25 Beach toys
26 Builds onto
28 Kapowl
30 Neutral shade
31 Important
decades
32 Ready to serve
37 'My gar
of song
39 Dinosaur bone
41 Greek COlumr
stvw
42 Daphne
— Mauner
43 Gmbh paper
Penefll
4.4 Mariners
shout
45 Unfrequented
46 Foundation
49 Galleon cargo
50 Cabbies
income
52 Gioating cry
53 Wetlands
54
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Horoscope
HAPPY
for
BIRTHDAY
Friday, Aug. 10, 2007:
You'll go far this year if you
trust your instincts Emotions
run deep and stir up an enorIlkill% amount of feelings Learn
to honor these strong signs as
guideposts You often understand others better than they do
themselves Be gracious in this
instance You might wonder
what you can do to make a situation became. more copasetic.
Listen to your inner %owe Use
spontaneity %Ain d partnership
Iii heat up the emotional climateffyou are attached, you
discover just how important you
are to a certain someone If you
arc single, es aluate before you
find yourself so deeply in a relationship that you cannot get out.
CANCER reads you cold You
cannot hide from this sign's perceptions
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day Vou'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive, 1-Aserage, 2-So so

'Redneck Games' a pain for Texas police
DALLAS(API — More than
a few athletes have been accused
of doping over the years - but
the competitors at the "Texas
Redneck Gaines" might just be
dopes.
These competitors forgo the
shotput for the "Mattress
Chuck" — in which two-man
teams heave a mattress from the
back of a pickup truck as far as
they can. And if you aren't planning on heading to Beijing for
the next Olympic Games, there's
always the ugly "butt-crack contest."
By the time the latest
Redneck Games ended Sunday.
inert than 5-1 arrests and citations had been issued on charges
ranging from public intoxication
to speeding, according to the
Henderson County Sheriff's
Department. Officials are considering charges against the
organiter and landowners where
the event was held
"Fin an old toddy cloddy and
all that, but you got a vehicle,
you got alcohol.'and you got
illegal dumping, and you're
making a contest out of that?"
said Lt Pat McWilliams. sheriff 's spokesman. "We are very
fortunate that we didn't have a
fatality."
For years, Bobby Williams
has awakened to the roaring
engines of all-terrain vehicles,
midnight fireworks shows and
thousands of drunken revelers
who every so often gather across
the narrow county road from his
property at events like the Texas
Redneck Muddy Gras.
"We're just a nice, calm community, and nobody can get any
rest. nobody can get any sleep."
said the 76-year-old, who had
hoped his I00-acre ranch would
he J scene of post-retirement
tranquillity

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your intuition kicks in
and saves the day A surprising
insight could encourage you to
approach a family member or
domestic issue much differentty
If you kick back and think, you'll
realize how much influence this
new view could have Tonight
Head on home
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
•*** You say what you think.
but fortunately even if you surprise others everything else will
work out lust fine Someone you
expected to react one way does
lust the reverse This action
reminds you to never predict or
expect any set results Tonight
Hang out
GEMINI(May 21-Jun• 20)
HHI-1 Your finances could take a
radical shitt, and not necessarily
for the worse The change in
direction could be the result of
dynamic thinking and action
Know when to reverse gears
and when to stay anchored
Tonight Be open to the unusual
CANCER (Jun. 21-July 22)
•* Resulting from addi•
•
•
tional seff-confidence. you can
do whatever is necessary to
move a protect or idea forward
When you really understand
where someone else is coming
arises
compassion
from
Tonight Make an offbeat choice
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**a You don't have to push too
hard to make an impact You
know what you want and exactly
where you are heading You
might decide that tying low suits
you A partner reveals more of
his or her colors as a result
Tonight Don't push yourself
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
****• Note how many people you have working with you
What you want can and will
become a strong possibility
Others give advice Weigh suggestions with openness and the
knowledge that you don I have
to follow anyone s advice
Tonight Just don t be alone
UORA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
•*• Though you might be
hard-pressed to accomplish
what you believe you must you
will Hop over obstacles, and
use them as an excuse to shortcircuit your day or an event
Allow yourself greater personal
freedom Tonight A must show
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**•** Take in a greater perspective and you will be a lot
happier Your imagination tune
circles around others This ability only intrigues someone even
TOM A child or loved one might
be taken aback by someone
else s ability Tonight Follow
your feelirsgs
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*•*• Tension builds when
family roommates or others
involved with your secunty start
You
doing the unexpected
might want to toss everything
Omit the door don't Listen to a
trusfed associate Tonight In the
whirlwind of hie
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
• Extremes punctuate
•
•
•
•
your decisions As a result
because nothing feels grounded
at twit you might abandon plans
or walk in another direction
Rensiember the Goat novel
give* up This includes you too
Tonight Join a friend or two
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 111)
stiti* Curb gambling, and you
we be hipper at least your *aim or leafing* wd be SON en
unanticipated event COUld occur
that ?night force you lo regroup
Understand that others also
might he slightly out or sync
Tonight Say 'yes • though be
cautious web spendIng
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
• Sometimes you act
•
•
•
•
more erratic or unpredictable
than you realize Slop Though
your actions might please you
coukl they be impacting someone you care atexA in a neoeeve
mews' Only you can erwaver
thofIlliteabon Tonight Love the
moment

AP
Athens, Texas. For three days,
in
Ranch
Pool
the
at
Games
Redneck
the
Texas
dunng
pit
mud
the
into
Blake Harris belly flops
in events such as spam eating and mathordes of legit and wannabe rednecks convene to dnnk, race their ATVs, and compete
tress throwing.
Modeled after similar games
that have been going in Georgia
for more than a decade, the fourday Redneck Games included an
estimated 6.0(X) people and Ilse
music.
McWilliams said the organiz-

er. Oscar Still, could face a misdemeanor charge for not having
a permit, required for any gathenng of more than 2.500 people.
It was less clear whether
there was any wrongdoing by
Garland Pool, the owner of the

the sheriff's department.
"Maybe the neighbors don't
particularly like the traffic," he
said. "but it seems like most of
the businesses in town had a lot
of success."

3,0(10-acre ATV park where the
events were held. McWilliams
said.
Pool, who lives about 5 miles
from the ATV ranch, said he was
aware of neighbor complaints
but hadn't heard anything from
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RARGAINS! BARGAINS!
one of
IF YOU BUY NOW, YOH II SAV1'

All Floor Stock Priced For Immediate

Clearance!

Ion ('an Save Hundreds 01'Dollars And lake Adrantage Of lily Special Credit Rims!
HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE SENSATIONAL SAVINGS AT EACH STORE!
IMPORTANT VALUE'

UNBELIEVABLE'

WANTED'

SPECIAL oFF,R,
B-BLACK
BOMBE CHEST

REMARKABLE'

INCREDIBLE,
11-801A SLEEPER
MTH MATCRINC
OTTOMAN
CHAM
ihcrotobisr Green. 3 Pcs
RAW Price 5185(

& OTTOMAN
3 Pc Set, Brown Leather
Retail Price UM

Beige. Green & Mug
fetal S2422.11

Munl-Color Floral Tapestry
Retail $2205.00

3 Drawers
Retail Price $750

Green Print
Retail Price $1200

$1098

$1890

$1198

$1099

*375

*598

LOOK/

AGNIFICEN T

R E vOt LITIOINART.

8REATHTAIONOI

ASTONISHING,

O-CORNER OAK
ENTEMAINMENT

111-41111LEY
LEATHER
RECLINING SOIA

BC-KILAUSSIMER
SOFA, CHAIR

IIHRIOYIRE 2 PC.
TRADET1ONA1 SKIRTED
SOfA & CHAIR

SC ASHLEY SOFA,

OVESEAT, 011111

0IT

SC-LANE
SOFA

-WV

BEAuTIFIA'
SC-WITNESS FRP
QUEEN SET
Pacific Avenue
Supreme Plus VIsco
Retail Price $1•08

*904

CENTER
With 2 Side Pieces
Retool Price 51956

$949
MAGIC,

B-ASHLEY
CHERRY
ARMOIRE

M-BROYHILL
BEDROOM GRP.
Queen Dark Oak Pant*
Bed. Chest 4 Nightstand
R•fall Price $2175.00

$225

Brown
Retail Price $11111.97

Mahogany & Walnut
Qerall P,1Ce 55205

NEMER
Dark Rd Valour
Retail 52025 00

$779

$499

$2599

$411097

STUNNING'

You 11 LOvE THIS'

ASM-BLACK
EXECUTIVE

B-LA-Z-BOY
RECLIIVERS
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arra*/ Price $I '00

/'morbid Colors
..ding Groan. Navy
Burgundy IL Ten
Starting At

$799

$299

DESK

Beige
RAPIIII Price $71110

$10.8 $39450
Itert1

111-13ERKLINE

RECLINING SOFA

Wood & Iron
Retail Price 51020
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DON'T HESITATE! MAKE PLANS Nu‘ TO JOIN THE CROWDS Savr: 40Ru lo 50%
SAVE DURING Tills SPECTACULAR CI EARANCE SALE!
MATTRESS SETS
-51..You II ind Rrmarkabl,
Savings On Famous Name
Brand hems
From Evers
Department
it, We Pull
Out All Of
The Stops
For This
Decondltesesi
INka S Kamm KAN"
Flirstitatiesi
nwarrs
Sale'

This incredible event will be
crowded. so plan now to stick
wtth your selection until a sales
person can amiat roe! Come
early for best selection!
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As Low As

$100
WHY WAIT? -. Make
Your Selections And Buy
With:
•NO Interest
*NO Monthly Payment
FOR ONE-HALF YEAR!
.
•Bank Cardi Aiss Warm!
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